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From the Editors
It is with great plea sure that we pres ent
to you the
first issue of The john Carroll Rev iew
Kee ping with in the
esta blis hed form at of last yea r's Carroll
QuarterLy (wh ich
was, we thou ght, an enig mat ic nam e for
a mag azin e pub lished "sem este rly" ), we hav e striv en to
mai ntai n high stan dard s of prod ucti on and exte nd the goal
s we set for ourselves last yea r by incl udin g the win ning
essays from the
Wri ting Cen ter's fres hma n essay con test
. Our aim is to put
toge ther a mag azin e that is repr esen tativ
e of the entire Joh n
Car roll com mun ity- -to pub lish both crea
tive and acad emi c
pieces. In the futu re, we hop e to exp and
the essay sect ion to
incl ude essays from a vari ety of disciplin
es. We believe that
the man y thou ghtf ul and amu sing piec
es with in in thes e
pages will mak e this first dou ble issue
of The john Carroll
Rev iew a mem orab le one so that we may
resu me a regu lar
pub lica tion sche dule duri ng the 96-97
scho ol year. Kee p
thos e subm issio ns com ing ove r the sum
mer mon ths!
The john CarrolL Rev iew is, of cou rse, the
pro duc t of
man y ded icat ed indi vidu als, but we wou
ld like to exte nd a
special than k you to Sally J oran ko and
the staf f of the W riting Cen ter for orga nizi ng and judg ing the
essay con test and
to Step han ie DeM iche le for retu rnin g
to tuto r us in desktop pub lish ing. Fina lly, we wou ld like
to than k all of our
con trib utor s who se qua lity wor k mak es
the sele ctio n process a diff icul t yet mos t enjo yab le one .
Ger ard McM anu s
Tan ya Gro ssne r
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poetry

Michelle Collins
listening to the world spit
listening to the
world spit at my window ,
i realize that
although
i have achieved
nominal realism,
i still think
being named
ram
would have
made a difference .
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Matt Wascovich
Sir Accused
Emily was drawn from the
old well to promote superstition
In Burlington the weddings are
rural & filled w/guns and horse shoes
Her Uncle had a gun
& Aunty used a sharp shooter
To process boredom
accuracy was tested
For every jigger
one try at that well
Hard to understand the
Zen of this fiction
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Patrick White
The Clearing
For pasts I have searched for my school.
I own a salon yet only my brother,
who is schizophrenic, intrigues. I do not
own a brother, just an inherited spirit.
The Pounds I have sweated, the Harlem
I have unvisited, the Illiterate I praise.
To never transcend the genius on dead tree.
To only recall all done, said, did, surveyed.
A hermit adjectiveless, poetry in parenthesis
with no exclamation. The outside is a crack
offering a small ray of enlightenment. I am
accepted at my school of pseudoinsanity.
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Matt Wascovich
Mental Fruit
Whatever happened to the grass I saw growing
Whatever happened to my Volkswagon bus rolling
I have gone rolling rolling rolling roll on
I have stutter stepped Ray Charles slow toe
On shag carpets I let go and let freedom ring
I am a freak in the middle of the street
I thought it was hip to curse at your feet
I am lame in the middle of the game
and you thought it was right to fight
for equal rights
and I agreed

6

Daniel J. Ricchiuti
The Slaughterhouse, 1904
A parade of prostitutes
led my Miss Henderson
ends at the boss's door.
"I can eat you alive,"
he tells a pregnant wife
of two years,
who reeks of spoiled sausage
from weeks of toil on the fl oor
w ithout a bath.
Miss Henderson is a wart
that lives to settle
on dainty girls' noses,
dangling their housing deeds
in front of them
like a bullfighter with a crimson cape
who never fails
to eat his opponent for dinner.
The wife dreams
of a green blade of grass
that covers her child's toes
from layers of garbage
left by the last immigrant family
who didn't quite make it,
as her broken hands apply
another sheep intestine casing
to the hum-drum of an automated stuffer.

7

Daniel ) . Ricchiuti
City of Winners
Inside a high-rise casino
in a boarded-up ghost town,
an elderly woman in a wheelchair
with a cigarette hanging on to her lip,
like a frightened man
hanging from one arm
out of a 35th floor window,
pushes me out of the way
as she unconsciously satiates the slot's appetite
for her dinner and apartment,
to the beat of imagined bells and buzzers.
She stops,
and holds a tarnished quarter above her head.
A priest during the consecration,
she pronounces,
"You are the bread of life."
A flashing red button,
placed for her convenience,
eliminates the hassle
of having to pull the arm downward.
The patterns on the wheels stop,
and her lucky quarter
does not harvest any fruit.
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She reaches into her fanny pack,
upon which is printed,
"Atlantic City- City of Winners,"
cashes her last ten dollar bill for quarters
and says to herself,
"You are a winner,
and your luck is due."

9

John ). Tabernik
Sonnet Sequence
Beneath harsh winter's cold and darkness lies
The dormant bulb that nature's warmth will free;
In spring with passion bursting it will rise
Adorning, it will nature's beauty be.
Yet nature's warmth, oft fleeting with spring nigh
May lure the bulb to flowering and to ruin,
This temporary glimpse does but belie
True spring; yet does the flower rise too soon.
Too soon, for then again returns the snow
To kill perhaps that nothing could revive
The flower sprung when it did first warmth know.
And yet the hapless flower may survive;
Its only sin that it mistook for spring
What she had thought of as a lesser thing.
Risk not, for you may lose a precious thing,
But huddle still within a solace gone
And venture not without, for this may bring
What pain exists in that to which you're drawn;
Because your heart is torn to never heal,
Because you live within what time forgot,
Yet what hurts most is what you wi ll not feel;
For while you seek to 'scape the passion nigh
For, true, it harbors both of joy and woe,
Divert emotion's river to run dry
But, roo, the only shelter you may know:
Though oft with passion will distress befall,
To live without is not to live at all.

10

Tanya Grossner
February
Hayden whispers in the background
the leaves twirling outside the window
to his unheard violin,
sway
with the snowdrops
beneath and icey streetlamp eye.
Snowy mounds hug the earth
clinging in that childish grasp,
like a lover in the morning
when the heart lays open
like a fresh wound waiting
for protection.
The coolness of my flesh
crawls deeper,
through my fingers near the bone.
My fingers mesh for warmth,
my eyes rest on the arctic street
and in the solemn dimness I
see cold as if it were my brother.

II

Matt Clark
Wax
It's all the same thing, like pimples
and puberty. You think
you got it right, looking
at the moles on her back
that form more beautiful constellations
that Orion could ever fight off. Dotting
or doting, I think I got it
right, but it hurts
to think, making me nauseated
at times, making me write
otherwise.
I could form her face
with words or brush her hair
with a fragment, that really talks
but says nothing. I can drip
all the candles I can find, burning
my hands with wax fingerprints,
trying to read the bumps that flow
down the bottle. Thinking
I can change their course
with my lighter, licking
the soft skin.
Who can tell me
what is right? Descartes
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says it's all the same,
just a different form
of the origi nal. The wind says
bullshit, and my cat
knocks the bottle over.

I3

Jennifer Dercoli
Immaculate Mother Hubbard with Breast Undressed,
Finds Room in the Diner, where I am the Waitress
And I poured coffee on a grandpa's crotch staring
at her seven pound nuzzler, suckle.
Mammaries roving like surveillance cameras,
its face plays the tit tango,
curdy nipple milk crust bust, bobbing
mastication destination
one unified aggravation
dance disdain.
My eyes rape images in sick, curious jolts,
as customers belch orders
that slither in through my ears and dig at the base of my
brain.
This kid,
hanginghemorrhoid,
pulls at the left hem of pink maternity shorts.
A brown, blood dry spot smiles like a cavity.
Blue flowers invite me to see London and France, as I
.
.
1magme
more garnet tears running from vagina to thighs.
Married
sperm bursting pinata
Do ya wanna make me hotta!
Their bedroom sheets seman stiff like meringue.
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Jennifer Dercoli
Equal womb
Ethiopian fallopians ,
maggot white grapevines of G od vintage.
"Watch what you ' re doing"
in the paps mirror
"]ee -zus!"
Uterus
Toys R Us
90's emasculation mama
Begotten not make, on in being with
my saunter,
I pour Chablis,
splatter and refill the empty.
T ransoblique quiet.
The silverware is
tinkling windchimes in my Zen moment.
Truth du joir
trenchmouth lies.
And we women spit liquid life
In diners and bedrooms everywhere.

IS

John Kovatch
Ho Chi Minh Revisited
After twenty seven years of marriage,
I still pray for your sleep.
You kiss me on the forehead,
then we cuddle like spoons in a drawer,
but soon enough you are back in the jungle,
and throw the covers off, fingering
your face with parallel stripes
of camouflage. You crawl to the ground,
knocking the lamp from the table to grope
the wooden floor for the man screaming
as the others passed.
{I remember you telling me once,
of the soldier you saved,
how you threw him over your shoulders
like rolled carpet, and carried him
to the chopper.}
You try again to make your way
through the jungle to the calling rotors,
but only find the corner of the bedroom
where I wrap the comforter
around your curled frome .
You are silent now as I hold you
soft against my breasts,
kiss your forehead,
and pull at the black cord,
unplugging the alarm.

16

Tanya Grossner
Parting
"TAKE THEM OFF!"
she screamed.
The bandages cut deep into her
purple ankles swollen like plums.
"Please (calmer now)
TAKE them OFF."
And they did.
They took off the bandages,
peeled the gauze
from her soupy flesh .
"No." she said.
"The feet."

17

Theresa Hurst
Uncle Johnny, after the nervous
breakdown.
I pledge allegiance to the flag,
that once dripped from Uncle Johnny's wall,
red leaking through the cammies of his buddies in
Germany
white needles in his back as an experiment for
alcohol treatment,
blues swaying in the background about lost family,
his scrambled country on a wrindled cloth.
Raised fork in a toast to all the policemen and all
the firemen
of the United States of America.
His streams of consciousness flood page after page,
yellowing in our attic that smells like the halls in the
County home,
hiding in a box labled "Stuff" on aged masking
tape.
"Be all that yo u can be" ... before you en list.
Hail to the seamstress for her striped and starry
tapestry
and to the republic for which it stands
on an erect pole looking over the barracks like a
watchtower
or a toy soldier on guard 24-7 with a flapping bird
perched on his helmet.

I8

Theresa Hurst

Sparkling stars flutter the hallways of his mind,
Humphrey Bogart and Rita Hayworth all living in
one nation, under God,
seduced by the blue satin heavens above tainted by
white clouds
and the sweet sound of the nursing home maiden
talking to herself as she
rocks
back and forth, knitting a red booty for John's
mece.
The Black Sea and the black night stand
indivisible
as the darkness trickles
with liberty
down into the battlefield of Uncle Johnny's head
leaving memories
and justice for all.

19

Mollie Kraven
So I didn't
he was mo vin g in the bed
yet not his eyes
nor his lips
the side of his nec k
the sha de of the sun shi ne I col ore
d for him
on the car d I gave him
to tell him he was the gre
ates t
the red line run nin g thr oug h
as the rays I out line d wit h red -ora
nge
swo llen
per hap s all of the tear s I'd crie d
for my dea r
had blo ate d him
unt il I que stio ned wh eth er it was
really
my eyes wer e closed
the tub es wer e gon e
the hug aro und the bel ly
sma ll arm s stre tch ed bey ond
the col d han ds placed on me
gave me chills
and sme lled like fire
I ima gin ed tha t if I did n't tell him
I lov ed him
the n he cou ldn 't die
so I did n't.
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Daniel J. Ricchiuti
A Friend Who Died of Brain Cancer
Don't doubt the force behind
a bat that tears the seams off of
nothing but crooked curve balls,
it is a bony young boy with immense, muscular
eyes and a thick left ventricle who
lives to avoid the selfishness of the plate.
Just be patient and sit ready
on the 39 yard line. The needle's
stick is a 350 pound tight
end for you to run behind,
poking your vascularized, toothpick arm while
holding you safely under the plunger.
Rowing in a therapeutic river through
impassable cities guarded by reaping sickles, yo u
watch
caterpillars turn to falcons that don't
have to kill others to survive.

21

Tanya Grossner
Departure
We collect her
things and leave.
We don't leave anything behind
that matters.
First her plants died
then her cat Elvis
then she did.
We all knew it was coming.
We all waited watching her
hold on to life by a drinking straw
dry, cracked and painfully full of holes.
She collected her thoughts finally
and left.
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John Kovatch
Last Three Hours
I brought you into this world
not knowing the fate of this miracle.
As you hand like a garment,
drying in dust laden wind,
I remain fixed below you,
kneeling in mud that mixes
with the blood dripping like sap
from your forehead.
I want to take you down,
put my tongue m your sores,
wash away the hate these men
nail into your hands and feet.
Through their laughter,
I an hear you gasping,
in short, curt, breathes
that carve into your side
the bowing outline of frail ribs .
Sleep quietly my son,
for when they lower you,
this tree will be an old companion,
and I will be the one
who is now looking down
at you. My tears falling
between you r lips.

23

Michelle Tackla
Father
You called me sunshine,
but I thought your rough,
calloused hands could reach up
and unscrew the sun, like a light bulb.
I wore the cotton dress, chin held
high as frills, stitched daddy's girl
waiting until your mountain shoulders
bore me up, laughing, touring the house.
You lifted me onto the bathroom sink,
then shook it, the can full of clouds,
smoothed a funnny white beard,
your cheek a balloon--My Balloon Man.
Those razor strokes swooshed
and steady hands tapped, rinsed,
and loved mischief; I'd swerve,
but sti ll, you could dollop my nose.
At age five, robbers climbed through windows .
"But no one will," you said; "B ut if he does," I
said.
You formed fists. You made yo ur eyes narrow.
''I' ll knock the lights out of 'em ." And yo u swung.
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Now the sun is about 260 billion miles away,
people nick their chins shaving, and can't keep
robbers
away. But inside, beneath the floorboards, I till
hear
you hum, chuckling--shining through the cracks.

25

John Kovatch
Trip West
Your face feels like wet
clay although I never
took pottery, but
this is a minor point
compared to your cold
marble hand, and I
have to say they dressed
you wee. You're even
wearing a tie clip,
must be for your next
interview. First impressions
are everything, but it
was your last that still
fucks dad up, and I will
be sure no one touches
your room.
I swear
if I look hard enough
I can see your chest
expand, and stop
laughing at my haircut.
By the way,

26
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can I have your car?
you never were a good driYer.
\ ell, my knees hurt
and you ' re beginning
to smell. Those thing
aren't air proof, ya know.
The line's starting to grow
and the jetlag is making my
stomach turn, so pardon me,
and for God s sake
.
.
next t1me wnte me
a note before you go off
and do something like this.
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Valerie Rose Fales
Father
The hair of his head
an upside-down bristle brush
to my baby hands;
so soft and small
in his:
Large, square, solid.
Hands that fix the blue collar
in place each moring, repair
broken bicycles, keep cars
running smooth, spoon-feed grandchildren;
push the long gray strand
of hair from his brow. Study
large, square, solid wood
blocks. Bring the wings
to flight.
Sandpipers, Swans, Loons, Hummingbirds.

28

April Di Franco
Grandma Gee Gee Telling Stories
I really had to go
but I wiggled in my chair
as she told me once again
how the two boys down the hill
lit a match and burned the house down
and my mother cut the hair
off her doll and
colored the face in
with a big fat magic marker
(And she also cut a hole
in the brand new yellow couch .)
And it's always Uncle Jackie
who gets hit by all the cars
and gets stung by all the
bees, that's what makes his nose so funny.
And all this time she pounded meat
and laughed and talked so loud-you would never guess
she was so scared of bugs
and the too-skinny doctor
who wanted to snip off
the mole on the side of her nose.
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Theresa Hurst
The Baloney Party
When I walked in from my first
day of seventh grade,
my mother and her three sisters
were sitting at the dinner table
holding their bottles,
attempting to look like
children fingerpainting.
Slices of pink baloney with poked-out
crooked smile faces,
hung from the plants,
rode on the clock hand,
swung from the ceiling fan,
and rested on the mirror.
My home had become
a playground for baloney.
I can remember bright patches
of colorfull noise,
voices talking loudly and laughing.
But the outlines of the words are blurred
by the wooden bedroom door
I crouch behind.

30

April Di Franco
Flamenco Dancer
Cousin Jimmy spent twenty dollars once
at the feast of the assumption trying
to win me a doll with a red lace
dress that looked cheap on my bed.
My mom said so. I named her Rita.
She disappeared from my room when
company came over and ten years
later, I found her in Spain,
all grown up with fierce eyes and
that same dress, stomping her feet
all over the place.
She glares with fury as the gypsy
guitar franctically laments her sad story.
And you can bet her boyfriend in those
tight black pants dancing all around her
never calls her doll, and nobody dares
call her cheap.

31

Tiffany D. Burton
First Day
Get on up now, today is your first day!
Put on your clothes and wash your face.
You gotta look good for your first day.
But Mama, it's too early!
Hush up now and do as I ask you.
You don't want to be late.
Eat your food.
But Mama, I want to stay home and play.
Eat up 'cause you ain't gettin nothing till later.
Must build up your strength for the long day.
You need to be strong for your first day .
But Mama, it's already hot!
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Stop your complaining.
I remember my first day.
It will be over before you know it.
But Mama, they will hit me!
Hush now.

If you do your work you'll be fine.
It's the first day.
But Mama, I don't want to pick cotton.

33

Daniel ] . Ricchiuti
The Life of a Have
"] oe." He calls me Joe
because when I was young
I wore Joe Cool pajamas.
"How 'bout some barn time?"
Referring to his barn
where he works on our cars
to cleanse his thoughts of the blood
and guts of his everyday life.
His barn clothes greasy,
washed only when mom insists.
"I hate to get my hands dirty," I joke.
He !aughts, but vaguely
he believes that his son has
missed something growing
up a Have, and he a Have-not.
My mother calls.
She needs my help, I leave,
and my dad stays until late
pondering whether or not he
should have bought me those
Joe Cool pajamas as a child,
as he performs surgery
on my broken clutchplate without me.

34

John Kovatch
Atrocity of a Michigan Baby
Tears expand my eyebrows
like water filled balloons
after the needle daddy
stuck in his arm ran dry.
He came straight for me,
saliva band to his herpe lips,
and found what would shut
his daughter up in the kitchen
drawer underneath passed due
bills, and an empty vial.
He picked me up by one arm,
held me away from his body
like dirty socks, then caulked
my eyes shut with a tube
of superglue, rolling
the end empty, and dropped me
to the floor as I screamed
my spirit free, while tearing
out the last of my undeveloped
lashes as daddy sat on a crate
in the corner reloading.

35

Sally )oranko
Pocketbook
Back when you and I were mother and child
and you were in your right mind, whenever
I talked about the time you left me
with Great-grandmother Sarah, you always
insisted "No. That never happened. And
you were too young to remember her." Then,
I would always protest that after
you'd gone and closed the door (how could you
have left me?) she called down, mean, from the
dark
at the top of the stairs "Be good and quiet,
now till she comes back for you." if you ever
would come back for me)
I've quit protesting,
now when every visit is the same-You life your heavy breasts to show the radiation
scar,
call me Honey, can't remember who I am
but can still recite the begats
(all twelve of Ismael's children)
and recognize as hers
this camphor-reeking old purse
I found in your cellar:
1. a black plastic pouch with two pitted metal knobs on
the catch
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2. inside, a coin purse prudently chained to the frame and
hoarding
3. a rusty, tight-fisted rosebud (from her funeral, you say)
4. several feet of cheap florist's ribbon wadded at the
bottom
S. one stained hanky, its machine-crocheted trim ripped
loose at one corner
6. a fake jet mourning brooch, its missing pin drawing
blood from under shredded petals
7. large tin thimble, size 13, its rim bent out of shape
8. and a nasty mess of iron-grey hair bristling from a hair
pm

Her mother was a half-breed, you say,
which explains your heavy salt-and-pepper hair
and beaky nose
and eyes like black marbles
and my high cheekbones.
The purse shuts with a firm snap
and I protest silently, once more:
She is there,
her face floating in the dark
at the top of the stairs,
her high-necked black dress filling the stairway;
I hear, now, her impatient "Be good, now,

Sally )oranko

and quiet" (if you ever would come back to me)
and obediently try to will my sobs
to make no noise but can
not stop every other
breath from catching (if you ever will come back
to me)

38

Christine Dresch
Tarquin's Ravishing Strides
Black crepe drifted like a thunderhead.
Crouched underneath a porticullis scream,
the Thane sililoquied the soon-dead,
reaching outward, seduced by the gleam
of the dagger blade, redflame caressed,
Hecate-blessed, a spectral counterpart
visible only to eyes, I guessed
that carve a keyhole in the human heart.
My palms felt corpse-clammy, my fingers twitched;
I watched those watching the warrior,
wondering if some could be bewitched
by this pseudo-Scot wading stage gore.
And then the summoning knell set fire
to the eyes dilated by desire.
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John Kovatch
Cry of the Neglected
I block out your words,
ignore the screams in your throat,
and save yo u time by sending
myself to the corner.
I won't let you discipline me.
I know right from wrong,
but on yo ur kitchen wall
I scrawl round faces,
and paste homemade black hats
to their heads.
Some with smiles.
One with a frown
that belongs to me. Without a name .
But different color eyes,
so I scribble it out
until the crayon breaks
because I don't want to be
sad anymore, I don't want
not to be anymore so I draw
faces net to each face
and everyone feels wanted,
and I feel wanted
by my pictures.
I promise them I won 't
hit back, or send them
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to their rooms for getting
in the way, and before
I go to sleep, I will hug
each one, and draw
yellow and brown and orange
blankets so I can tuck them in,
but I know they can never
hug me back, so I want
to visit their world,
the wall,
the smiling faces,
before mommy comes home,
and finds her black dress
cut up.
Drawing and cutting
the only ways I know
I'll receive attention
even if it ends up making
my face hurt and eyes
turn different colors
from crying and rubbing.
But I will not wash the wall,
and I will not wash the faces,
and I will not wash the smiles away,
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and you can't have my crayons,
and you can't have my scissors,
but you can have me,
just for once,
please
have me.
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She Didn't Make a Peep. But Was She Really Fast Asleep?
Giant slug, covered in oiled
skins of purple suede and fur-lined
cloth. Lean your head back,
then forward. Your eyes mere
slits. Seeing, yet dark, uncaring.
Curl into your shell,
in back of this living hell.
Head in your hands,
books in the stands.
Clutch your bag and .. .
Sleep child, sleep.
Your teacher sweeps
you aside with the swipe
of her feet.
Weep, child.
Weep.
But you sit there-covered in your self-made heap .
Shrivel into your ball.
Roll through the halls and,
Move along. Move on.
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Black Hawk
I sit on this cliff
my hand s touch ing
the red rock,
too hot as the Sun's
eyes glare over me
and this canyo n.
I smell
the pine needles
offer ing me little shade.
Your shado w spins
aroun d me as I squin t
at your stron g black silohette,
temp ting the sun,
know ing your wings
are not made of wax.
You dive down ,
I hear
the wind as it collides
with your black wings.
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I see
No fear in your eyes
sighting the mouse
a mile away, tasting
it in your mouth
as you carry 1t.
Some clouds try to mock
you, shaping their bodies
as your wmgs.
But soon they disappear
with the wind that thunders
through the canyon
toward me.
I sense you coming
again as you circle
above me.
I study your ascent,
circle, dive,
and rise .
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Due South
Black maple stars skate
across this mirrored river,
snapping a sliver
of streetlight like a thread of fate.
White fingers rending their dark sheath ,
The swollen hearts of waterfowl are hovering
like phantom raindrops mouring
their waterwebbed souls rippling beneath.
Inkspot eyes frozen mid-air,
hornbills crack like frostbitten flowers.
Orange petals receding this eleventh hour,
thorn-tongue sweeping pollen that isn't there.
And each soft birdcry
that rides each tiny white
breath into the callous night
begs for a lullaby.
But they are commanded to fly,
.
.
magnettsm-steenng,
another flickering dart disappearing
like candleflame against an asbestos sky.
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Lily Pads
Floating on the sky in the water,
Round, green-ruffled cabbage leaves
Lay like a lady's Victorian skirt
Dropping smooth to the floor,
Carrying moonlight white, layer on layer,
Long petaled, fold on fold, flowers
Cradling the yellow pollen center
Gently in its womb,
Impending death replaced with life,
Before sinking into the sky
Returning to the Mother's waters
The Mother's body.
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The Mermaid
There at Venice
Beach, was a stunning woman
lying on the cement being used
to make another man money.
She wore dark sunglasses,
two perfect perky breasts and a long sexy
tail. A piece of mysterious artwork,
with sandy lips and long sandy hair.
Down the road from the lady,
lived a girl riding on a dolphin.
At night they would be washed to sea
together, and the girl
would drop to the bottom
of the Pacific Ocean
.
.
.
m tmy grams.
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The Paraphrased Laments of a Noisy
Neighbor Recently Overheard
Her skin is humid ivory,
Milked from massy pearls.
It holds in place a fairer face,
Framed in chestnut curls.
Appearance fine and singu lar,
Figure light and lean,
But thoughts that rise behind the eyes,
Few and far between.
Perhaps I write from bitterness,
True I cannot see
How she defends immoral men,
Ignorant of me.
So my sentiments are bottled,
Resting on a shelf,
For any cares I'd wish to share
Hide inside myself.

Because her words have left me broken,
My hopes remain in thoughts unspoken.
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some kind of affirmation
she said she thinks about europe all the time and
truly hopes
we don't chicken out. i think my eggs are black
inside
and i will not be able to have children of my
own
just as well they all think, knowing
adoption
agencies don't condone such a
lifestyle
even the ring isn't official enough
for them
so what she knows while i can only
say It
while she does her smoking and i mine-in other states
dreaming of the other continent where the
openness will
swallow us whole and we can lie in the soft
stomach of freedom
secure and together, too close to be told apart.
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For Nadezhda Mendelstam
You memorized his poems
and carried them
in your soul
in the cold,
digested them
in the unheated shack
of Voronezh
until they became
your book,
until you could give him
in them
another birth
even unto these words,
this desk
of an upper room
far,
far
from grave 1142.
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Fall
Now is the time
for writing. Spewing out
Witmanesque, free
verse, like its dying
inside, a leaf using up
its last energies
to photosynthesize the sun.
so much romance in the death
of things, as winter
slowly screams in, riding
the Indian Summer
into an exalted exhaustion.
The rain is getting colder
and the sun brighter,
or at least reflecting more
of the dying leaves that used
to steal its light. I am a metaphor
whore, a butcher of similes
t hat can write because I want to
get laid. Tell her your words
are made because of t he glow
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She emits as the sun catches her
blonde locks and that she is all
you know of love. Type words
of little birds singing
of her voice. Her body is
beautiful as it kicks
like a trout with each thrust.
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Nadezhda
Nadezhda, Rilke sings
of the preservation of things,
the precious, always vanishing,
the translation of all
into eternal silence,
celebrated in that central place.
But that central place for you
was always your womb
of heart
where you kept Osip
alive and well
though swept by wind
in grave 1142.
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Helen Barna
The Eden Proposition
"Have you ever been there?" he asked. No, I told him.
"It' an after-five place, quite pleasant."
We set the time.

"They don't last too long," he said dubiously. He squinted
as he looked at the tree--a small birch. Though fair sized,
like a gangling boy, it stood straight, but a little awkward in
its youth.
"Won't last long--they never do--mebbe 15 years or so
. . . but it'll die." He was emphatic--a nursery man with
trees to sell and advice to give. I didn't believe it. I wanted
to chance it anyway. I loved birch trees. And so it was packed
into the truck with an old red rag tied to its tip to warn any
unwary tailgate driver.

"Consider those women," I said, nodding my head toward the upper level. We had been sitting at dinner for several hours jostling characters and careers, mocking and kowtowing in proper degree. The bar area was up several steps
and away to our right .
"That man has been standing there for two hours. Of
course, the woman he's talking to now is different from the
one before," I said. And she was--soft brown shoulders, long
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blonde hair, beautifully structured face. One could be instantly envious.
"It isn't the same woman" I repeated in somewhat
wondering disbelief at the players in action on a live stage.
"Of course not," he said, laughing in exasperation.
"It's meant to be. It's a meat market. Another hour and the
faces will change. The scene stays the same."
"But," I said, still fighting the idealistic struggle, "how
do they all tolerate it?"
"It's a kind of troubadour enterprise--they sing each
other's praises," he said. "Shallow lives--nothing there."
We laughed. But I cannot give up my idealism, and a
courseload of visionary poets still sang in the back of my
mind.

Winters were severe, but the birch withstood the storms,
bowing gracefully to the winds, and it grew. The years
passed. Some winters were less punishing, and like a gentle
absolution were mild. But some winters were whipping and
cruel, and there was not time to think, till one spring day, I
paused to look at its height--tall, more tall than I thought it
would ever be. It stood gallant, alone and aloof.
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The noise level had increased and the voices were
raised in proportion. "That's it!" He was loud enough to
match the surrounding barrage. It was verbal aim and defense. "I'm pragmatic, and I can see the poets, but you are
not practical!
We argued--not quite argued, but discussed--the Biblical parable of the three men given a certain amount of
money to invest. Two increase their earnings and the third
buries it. "Wisdom and intellect a:t work," I said. "Yes, yes,"
he replied and we agreed on the principle involved, but there
is the reality of the world around us, and we concur that
one can view the casual comedy without condoning its actiOns.

Then came one particular winter, the year the ice imprisoned the birch to the ground as though it had been lashed-its branches caught and bound to the earth in a way only a
poet could say. And when it became free and unbound itself, it stood majestic, an untouched victor in the winter
sun. The following spring it bloomed, but listlessly. A call
brought the nurseryman. He climbed slowly out of his truck
and looked thoughtfully at the tree, pursing his lips, and
said, "Ain't nothing you can do. It's a goner. It'll have to
come down sooner or later-- would never have given it this
much time. Did much better than most, though. They' re a
chancy tree." I thought the eulogy incomplete. "They have
a kind of stubbornness," I told him, "a toughness ."
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The bar was more densely crowded, some places
pushing bodies two and three deep. "But," I protested, "what
is life for those? What does it mean? Is that enough for them?"
"Of course it is," he said. "The political scene is the same?"
I asked. Without hesitation he pointed out that you cannot
be the idealist in politics. There is the Plato idiom, that you
have to be fifty before taking on the running of a state, and
that's after strict training. "We're out of the cave, you and I.
Risks, you know, all life is risks." He sat back satisfied, with
a beatific smile.

Dying, the birch stood with dignity, and though bare of
leaves, was still the calm beauty. There were no options. I
called and he came to cut it down, and when he left I went
into the barn, and pushed to the back on a shelf with small
tools and cans, I found the pruning sealer and an old brush.
I covered the rawness of the cut, working the sealer carefully over the sawdust and the fresh smell, trying to cover
everything, thinking that if I worked fast enough I could
evade the intrusive shoving into my mind--Duke ... nearly
blind, didn't see the car that hit him but he crawled over to
the birch, hauling himself .. . crawled under it and lay down
placing his paws over the tracks he had imprinted in the
ground with his nightly house guarding, and he lay down
to die facing the fields where he had watched in puzzlement
and had given a bark or two in protest while Dennis chased
girls through oward's fields when the moon was at its fill .
. . the same Dennis everyone says is a respectable citizen
now and is working in his father's store.
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The letter came months late. "You remember the
woman I mentioned--we're getting married-you always told
me I'd find her--the catalyst--she loves me very much--there
are issues I have run from--now there is the spiritual and
psychological preparation, the risk--pray for me."

One would have thought the tree had left an empty space,
but each morning its shadow stood, phantomlike, its leaves
gently waving in the slightest breeze, early robins, finch
and warring bluebirds sitting resolutely on its branches, all
of it silhouetted against Howard's fields across the road. I
hear them and see it all still.
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Yesterday
She was going t o donate Dad's brain to science. That's
what Mom always said.
"He doesn't think like normal people," she was whispering though there was only a foot between us. We stood
at the kitchen sink washing and drying the morning's breakfast glasses.
"No .. . really?" I held up the glass I was drying as
further evidence to her claim. Though we had a dish washer,
all glasses were prohibited from its service. Dad thought it
ruined them--left an unsightly film.
I was home from college, on my Christmas break, and
could finally laugh at Dad's ways. "Don 't use the remote, it
ruins the T.V." "Sit up, why are you lying on the couch?"
"Don't walk on the living room carpet--its been raked." I've
yet to find anyone else who rakes their carpet. For some
reason, I think we are the only family in the world that
owns a carpet rake.
"Go get ready, Jim," Mom was yelling towards the family room where Dad sat in his blue leather arm chair. HIS
chair.
My youngest sister, Laura, was ly ing at his feet. Her
head propped up by an extra large throw pillow. Eyes glued
to the screen like usual. She was a 14-year old Beatlemaniac,
thirty years too late.
Together they watched one of a dozen specials on the
"Fab Four" that was on that weekend. It was the second
coming or something, and Dad didn't seem so thrilled about
lt.
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"How can you respect anyone who spent a year in bed
with that ugly woman?" he shot in Laura's direction.
"Nancy, do you know what your daughter's watching
in here?" he yelled at the kitchen.
It was my turn to try, "Dad will you please get ready?
Its getting late."
For the first time in three years I was home for The
Annual Christmas Tree Massacre. My school had switched
from semesters to quarters, so we got out two weeks earlier
in December. For me, this meant an actual Christmas, with
all the build up. No coming home and bang! Christmas is
over.
The only problem was, The Annual Christmas Tree
Massacre wasn't really so annual anymore. We used to go
with my Dad's secretary, Linda, and a lot of her friends.
Linda has been working for my Dad for almost twentyfive-years; she stayed with him even after he broke from a
big law firm and went on his own.
Since we lived the furthest from civilization--so far from
Detroit that we weren't even considered a suburb--everyone would meet right outside our town. There on the side
of the road that led up north, would be six or seven vehicles, waiting. Pick-ups with cabs and four-by-fours, and
everyone had a CB antenna.
When the caravan got started, we would bring up the
rear in our Wagoneer. Not quite fast enough to be a lead
car. Dad didn't have a CB, but we did have one of those
Black and Decker "HELP!" CB wanna-bes that plugged into
the lighter.
The last year we went, my senior year of high school,
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Mom took a picture of Dad and me at the greasy bar we
would stop at on the way to the tree farm. I had on two
scarves and my red skiing jacket, and Dad had on a stocking
cap that was mine in third grade. We are both smiling really big and Dad is holding a shot someone bought him, in
between sips.
That was the year Mom started doing the books at
Dad's office two days a week. The same year we stopped
doing things with Linda. Next Christmas, Mom bought a
tree from the church parking lot.
So, three pre-cut Christmas trees later, I decided it was
time to go it on our own. I wanted a Christmas Tree Massacre, even if it might be our last.
The rest of us, ready and waiting for an hour, began to
sweat from the layers of protective clothing. My other little
sister, the middle child, Maria, had a knit hat with a "L"
embroidered on it. Gifts from Grandma about ten years
earlier. Maria's "M" hat and my "A" hat had been purposely lost long ago when Mom and Dad actually made us
wear them.
"Come on Dad!" One of us yelled; the voice of the
Vismara women was one and the same. Did you know that
there are families that never yell? My friend Gretchen lives
in a house where no one can yell. They literally can't yell.
Their voices become falsetto . At my house we spend more
time yelling than talking.
"I'm not going," he yelled, "You guys go by yourselves.
I'm not celebrating Christmas this year."
Typical. A common maneuver by the King of Control.
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"Dad, give me a break."
"Jim, come off it!"
"PLEASE, Dad."
"Sitting on a cornjlake," Laura sang as she stared out
the door.
"Forget it. Go without me. You don't need me anyway. Cut it down yourselves."
Even more typical. A fight, then begging, and as soon
as we were all crying, he would be ready to go.
"All the lonely people--where do they all come from?"
"Laura, I mean Ringa, could you please stop?"
We called her Ringa, she had a big nose. Plus, she was
sitting behind us, in the way back of the Wagoneer staring
out the back window.
Once, when Laura was three, we were on our way to
visit my Mom's relatives in Minnesota. Maria and I were
trying to convince her that her real name was Bernice. We
almost had her going. Until Dad freed his right hand from
the steering wheel and almost killed us.
"Could you hit every hole in the road Nancy?"
Mom was driving.
Thankfully, a tree farm had opened about ten miles
from our house . Klaus' Tree Farm was down one of the
many gravel roads that extended even further into the country than our tiny town. We had moved to Romeo from
Grosse Pointe when I was five. Dad has been driving the
hour back and forth to work ever since. He says he bought
the house for Mom.
For years we had been a Scotch Pine Family. I always
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hated their long, green , prickless needles, but Dad had read
that they didn't drop them. Which, of course, is virtually
impossible. Three years ago we shifted to blue spruce, the
women triumphant in a most uncommon defeat of Dad.
The man in the Santa suit pointed where to park . Before we were even out of the car, Dad was checking out the
saws. All around us was a vast forest of manmade perfection. There were red wagons to help you bring your prize
back when you were done and a hay wagon pulled by an
old International tractor to drop you off where you thought
no one had been before.
Dad was talking to the man driving the International.
He loved tractors. We went to the Armada Country Fair
every August so he could see the tractor pulls, sitting next
to him on the stadium seats, listening to him call off their
year and make. "That's a 1948 John Deere, wow it's in good
shape." Too bad he was born on the East Side of Detroit.
Every year our riding lawn mover seemed to get bigger.
Before we could even climb onto the hay wagon with
the rest of the city slickers, Dad was making his way down
the path. He led the pack, saw in hand, twenty feet ahead of
us.
Thirty feet ahead, Laura, "He never listens to them. He
knows that they're the fools. They don't like him. The Fool on
the Hill."
We went up a hill and the troops descended on their
unmovmg prey.
"How about this one?" a voice thirty feet above me
called.
We followed the voice and found Maria with her
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mittened hand on a 12 foot beauty.
Dad got on his knees . "Uh-uh, we got a triple stump
here."
Oh, a triple stump, gets you every time.
We all took our turns but not one tree measured up.
They were too tall, too thin around the middle, too fat at
the bottom, too brown, too green, crooked or bent on the
top.
"I give up. Dad, you find the dumb tree."
I found a bird's nest in a tree and showed Maria.
"This is ridiculous Jim, it's going to be dark soon."

"Though she was bam a Long time ago. Your Mother shouLd
know--your Mother shouLd know," Ringa sounded from the
red wagon.
"I've got it," Dad yelled.
He was half a mile away, and all I could see was the
pink pompon on that same hat from the picture.
When we found him, he was down on his knees, sawing, face hidden from our view. Maria and I held the tree
and he got up . His face was riddled with dozens of needle
pricks spotted with red blood, and his glasses had fallen off
his nose.
Maria and I carried the tree to the wagon and Dad took
off, pulling it behind him. We walked arm in arm, sisters
and Mom. My toes were frozen .
When we got to the "tree check-out," Dad was standing next to his prize.
"Nice tree."
"Yep," is all he would say.
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"So this is Christma s, and what have you done? "
We all were singi ng this time, and then Dad cran
ked
the radio up.
"Jim , that wasn 't very nice," Mom said.
"You 're such a kid, Nanc y, you are your girls."
I knew our fun was over. Too much laugh ing.
Dad
could only stand so much of us. My Mom 's broth
er-in -law ,
Dick , calls my Dad, "Stop -havi ng-fu n-Ma n."
"How much did that tree set me back?"
"Jim , it was $39.00. You woul d pay twice that much
at
chur ch for a tree like that. "
"You just don' t seem to unde rstan d. You' ve got to
start
cutti ng back . We can't affor d for you to go crazy
again this
Chri stma s. We don' t have the mone y!"
And here it was. The paym ent for a fun time . Laur
a sat
with Mari a and I now, the tree in her origi nal seat.
I could
feel their bodie s stiffe n along with mine . Not that
this neve r
happ ened on all the othe r Chri stma s Tree Massacres
. It was
just more awkw ard then , when we had to get out
of the car
and prete nd to be happ y.
"You don' t get it Nanc y. Just because your frien ds
shop
at Sax and Neim an Marc us does n't mean you have
to. Whe n
I first met you, you had holes in your unde rwea
r."
"Mo m, you had holes in your unde rwea r?" Laur a
asked.
We laugh ed.
"Wh at a bunc h of assho les," he said unde r his breat
h.
"Please. No I did not have holes in my unde
rwea r.
You r fathe r likes to think he is m y savio r. "
"Tha t's right , gang up against me. You and yo ur
coali-
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rion, Nancy. It must be nice to have three backers right
behind you all the time."
"They are not my coalition. They just don't understand, like me, why this is happening."
"Keep it up," he said.
Mom always said if it wasn't for her, Dad would have
never married. I think she might be right. His older brother
and sister never did. I wish I could see, just for ten minutes,
what life was like for him as a kid .
We turned into the driveway, and Maria and I slammed
Laura into the window from the force. Just as I shut the
door, Dad threw the car into reverse and took off.
While he was gone, we put the tree in the stand, knowing from years past, it was easier if we did it. From the
basement, Mom brought up all the decorations.
"I don't care. We're doing it without him this year. If
he wants to act like a maniac, that's his own fault."
Five weeks later, I stare past Laura looking out the
window, at our naked tree, lying on the curb, waiting to be
picked up by the garbage men on Monday.
"! read the news today oh boy. A bout a lucky man who
made the grade. And though the new was rather sad, Well I
just had to laugh. "
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Silent Morning
"Alice, let's try this year to eat before midnig ht," Sara
said as she danced into my kitchen holding a glass of very
cold Sancerre.
It was our traditio nal Christm as Eve get togethe r. Bob
and Sara and Mike and I had been doing this for years--I've
lost track of how many. The guys set the table, watch TV
or shoot pool while Sara and I mess up my kitchen . Very,
very late, usually after midnig ht, we eat.
Gently , Sara passed me our sharpes t knife, handle first,
the way she had been taught. I began ripping at the big cold
box on the floor. Mike is a curato r at the Clevel and Museum. One of his friends in New York, a restaur ant supplier, is an avid art collector. Over the years Mike has helped
him avoid some expensive mistakes. Each Christm as Eve,
a box full of chick lobsters and Ipswic h clams arrives at the
Clevel and-Ho pkins airport .
"Look at the poor things on the way to their execution," I remark ed as I closed the cover.
"Wher e is your potato peeler?"
"In the drawer to the left of the sink," I answer ed.
"Move over," Sara deman ded. "These potatoe s need to
be peeled." I slid over to make room for her. Sara doesn 't
take up much room. She's short, thin and pretty, too.
My kitchen is full of beautiful objects we have collected
over the years. On the shelves are antique apothe cary jars,
oil and vinega r cruets with sterling silver tops. On the walls
are brightl y colored wood snakes and waterm elons and
paintings. But my kitchen is small and meant for me. When
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two of us are working, we negotiate for space.
"What's doing at school?" I asked.
"The holiday program was canceled at the last minute,
because there wasn't enough money. Of course, the kids
were devastated. I was frustrated. Someday I keep hoping
the school will have enough funds to do even half of what
can be done. And you?"
"The market's crazy. The Dow reaching new highs
every other day. Brokers hate year-end . All that tax selling. Everyone else is partying and we're busy busting our
asses."
"Alice, but you make so much money," Sara interrupted rinsing a large pile of neatly sliced raw potatoes. "I
need to get these in the oven. Where's that big heavy pan
we use?"
I left the kitchen to retrieve the pan and anything else
I thought we might need. Shit, I thought, I am such a dizzy
broad. Cute but dizzy. Hopefully, the stuff's where it's supposed to be.
"I brought up everything except the proverbial kitchen
sink. I hope we have it all."
"Alice, you're the best .. . but did yo ur mother teach
you anything?" Sara gave me a quick hug as she started filling the lobster pot with water.
"She did . She told me if I was good in bed the rest
didn't matter."
"Your mother said that!" Sarah laughed.
"And a lot more. Some of it valuable. And I believed
her."
Blushing, Sara kept her head down a second. She was
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vigorously scrubbing th e clam in the sink , removing the
last particles of sand . Sh e noti ced the needlepo int abo ve the
sink. My mom had just fini shed making it and gave it to
me when they came for Thanksgi ving. An early Chri stm as
present she said. It was a white backgro und and in a beautiful shade of blue the wo rds: DuLL Women Have Immaculate
Homes.
"Did your Mom make you this needlepoint?" she asked.
I nodded.
"That accounts for it, " Sara sighed.
"You know, Sara, at Thanksgiving I really noticed my
mother's aging. I hate it. She seemed frail," I told her.
"Your Mom. I can't picture her frail."
The phone rang. I picked it up and it was Flash--that's
our nickname for our youngest. Sara called the guys up.
We put Flash on the speaker phone. That way we could all
enjoy her company courtesy of Ma Bell and Sony.
"You are all there. Have they kicked you out of the
kitchen yet?" Flash asked.
"Not yet, but soon. What's happening out in Nebraska?" I asked. This year she was visiting her boyfriend's
family for the Christmas holidays.
"Makes Cleveland seem pretty mild. Cold, cold, cold,
and snow. Pretty though. Like a Christmas card. Did you
get my grades yet?"
"No, they haven't come yet, but they better be good,"
Mike said. Mike expected a lot of our girls.
"Oh, Daad," she replied as if her father understood
nothing. "They should be. I kicked butt on all my exams.
Aunt Sara and Uncle Bob, how are you and the boys? How
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do they like school?"
"We're all fine . The house is too chaotic for Sara with
the phone ringing at all hours but I love having everyone
here," Bob answered. That's so Bob. He went into the
family manufacturing business, like his father had expected,
and never had one regret. At least, none we knew of.
We visited awhile and then hung up, planning to touch
base again tomorrow. It was a family tradition to check in
on Christmas and New Year's Eve no matter where everyone was, just like calling Bob and Sara aunt and uncle. Way
to go Flash, I thought. Wendy will be in deep shit if we
don't here from her soon.
"The steamers are almost ready," I notified them.
"Mike. do you want to open another bottle?"
After the clams opened, Sara quickly strained the broth.
We dug in, dipping the clams in the broth and then the
melted butter. Wonderful, so tender.
"Animals eat standing up . People sitting down. " I reminded them, and not for the first time.
"If you have a problem with the four of us in your
kitchen, Bob and I could sit in the dining room," Mike suggested.
"Fine with me . I really do like having some quality
time with Alice," Sara piped in.
"What do you need me to do?" Bob asked, ignoring
Sara's comment.
"Nothing. Everything is under control." Sara said.
Bob had no assignment and seemed lost. Mike checked
the box with the lobsters crawling over each other. Sara
checked her potatoes. I made the salad dressing. I got out
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the shar p serthe cutt ing boar d and the fresh endi ve and
for the bow l,
rate d knife. I look ed up at Sara to ask her
e time . Dee ply.
slicing my finger and the endi ve at the sam
Bloo dy mess.
push ing me
"Ge t out of the kitc hen, " Sara said gent ly
e and I will fintow ard the doo r. "Yo u are a disaster. Mik
ish."

antisepI ran upstairs to do first aid--wash off the cut,
ng dow nsta irs is
tic oint men t and tigh t band aid. Som ethi
led.
not quit e right. Som e new tens ion. I was puzz
A reco rd of
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Bill is doing what you'd expect. He's partying and enjoying
his first year on his own."
"Bill is going back to school early. The day after Christmas." Sara said abruptly, interrupting Bob's report. "I've
had it with him. I'm ready for him to leave. Don't think
Bob is, but I sure am. I'm not comfortable when he's home.
His schedule just doesn't fit in with ours, up to who knows
when, sleeping past noon. He hardly talks to me and when
he does he's hostile. He's a little better with Bob."
"At Thanksgiving, I was exhausted with my parents
and Wendy and our son-in-law to be--boy that sounds good-and Flash and all the comings and goings. I do love having
them come and then I love saying good-bye. But the quiet
of tomorrow morning. No stockings, no presents, nothing.
Hey, you guys didn't answer my question," I said. "How
do you like being empty-nesters?"
Sara and Bob exchanged glances across the table.
"I am not sure," Sara answered hesitantly. "I like certain things. Like, I can do my lesson plans in peace and
quiet. I love having dinner late with no jumping up and
down. You both know what I mean. But, it's a big adjustn1ent."
"Wasn't for me," I said. "When the kids left, it was just
another excuse to talk on the phone."
"Our phone bills proved it," Mike interjected. He
smiled at me across the table. "Alice loved it, she really did.
But not me. Remember what a problem I had that first year
when Flash left? What about you, Bob?"
"I don't know where to begin or how to tell you both."
Bob said. "Did you know Sara and I are seeing a marriage
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counse lor?"
"No," Mike said, "why?"
Neithe r Bob nor Sara answered.
"We've been going to Dr. M. for years. We put his
kids throug h college, and bought his boat, too," Mike butted
in to relieve the silence.
"But, this is differe nt," Sara interjec ted.
"How? " I asked. "Sara, everyo ne's differe nt and their
problem s-"Is there anythi ng we can do to help?" Mike inquire d,
cutting me off. Mike the answer man. Alway s trying to help
out.
"No. Thanks , Mike. Some of it may be middle-aged."
Bob comme nted. "Our parents are getting older and the
childre n leaving home."
"I wish it was as simple as Bob makes it sound. But it's
not. That's why we went to a counse lor in the first place.
Anywa y, I don't want to talk about it now," Sara said.
We finished up the little bit left on our plates. I got to
clear the table and went back into the kitchen alone. I was
glad for this respite. I fixed the coffee, put the chilled champagne in the ice bucket , and started melting chocol ate for
my special homem ade hot fudge sauce.
The rest of the evenin g was quiet. Desser t was great
and the champ agne bubbly . We were all a little drunk and
mellow . Not as joyful but less tense. It was after one in the
mornin g when they kissed us good-bye.
"I don't get it. I just don't get it. What could be their
proble m? And they seemed so embarr assed about getting
help . Sara should know better. She works with counse lors
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and kids everyday," Mike said.
"Mike, this is their problem. I think it's more than the
kids and I doubt it's money. Whatever--it scares me."
"Me too. But this just proves it. You don't know what's
happening in someone else's life." Mike said.
"Maybe it's sex. This evening I told Sara about my
mom's wedding advice. Keep you happy in bed and the rest
was easy. Sara blushed," I said.
I put my arms around Mike and held him close. We
stood hugging in the kitchen.
"Speaking of sex, can we leave the dishes, just this once?"
I asked.
He thought for a few moments and looked around at
the stacks of dishes, dirty pots and total disarray.
"Alice, it'll be such a mess in the morning. Come on.
We'll be done in an hour."
We had this down. The whole routine, including my
begging to leave it until the next day. Mike always won, but
then he did most of the work. He got started. He loaded the
dishwasher, but washed our good glasses and china by hand.
I dried and straightened up the rest of the house. I washed
the Madeira tablecloth right away so no stains would set,
thinking I had to tell Sara my mother had taught me something about housekeeping.
When we were finally done, we collapsed in bed. Talking softly and enjoying the early Christmas morning quiet.
This year I said a prayer.
"Dear God, please help them. And remember us, too."
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Pinpoint Diamond
The Penguins were losing 4-2 to the Blackhawks at the
beginning of the third period, which brought obscenities
and shouts for beer from the billiards room of the Steele
Valley Tavern. On such nights, the owner, Antonio
Marselas, placed the tavern television on the pool table.
Tony's lone waitress, Claire Silgrivi, crouched behind the
bar, lashing duct tape to the I.C. Light tap hose. Somehow
it had sprung a leak, spraying beer over the floor and nothing but foam into the mugs. It stubbornly refused to be
fixed, spritzing Claire's eyes, soaking the tape before it could
stick. She sat on her heels, drenched, whiteknuckled around
the gash. The crowd seated at the barstools, framed in cigarette haze, fingered empty mugs.
"Look for a valve somewhere," suggested Florence
Platner, who, munching pretzels, watched Claire from her
stool.
"Where?" Claire asked.
"How would I know?" Florence replied, pulling at a
curl of her high white hair. A towering, bearded figure
nudged her aside, slammed down a tumbler, glared down at
Claire.
"Tony. Hey, Tony," he hollered above the barroom
din, "Howzabout a little color in the glass?"
Tony emerged from the kitchen, fry cage in hand, dripping hot grease over the floor. Already his gaunt cheeks
were brick red, and his thinning hair pricked up all over his
head. Florence beamed. Claire crouched a little lower behind the bar.
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"I'm tryin' to fry," he said, "What's your gripe,
Chuck?"
Chuck waved his glass, sloshing his drink over the bar.
"Can't even see the whisky in it, " he said.
Tony had spotted Claire behind the bar.
"What the hell are you dong?" he asked, rattling the
fry cage.
"There's a leak," she replied.
"Where the hell's Jeremiah?" he asked, "Where's that
worthless faggoty artiste?"
Claire shrugged.
"He hasn't come in yet, Tony," said Florence, still
smiling. Cursing, Tony peered into the crowded barroom,
looking for Jeremiah behind swag lamps and smoke clouds.
"I'm gonna break his scrawny neck," he growled,
wringing the handle of the fry cage, "Quit screwing around, "
he said to Claire, "Give the man a little color in his glass."
"The leak?" Claire asked.
Tony had already stalked back into the kitchen. Claire
bit her lip, stared at the puddles surrounding her feet.
"Honey, there's customer to be served," said Chuck,
waving his glass expectantly, "Gimme color."
"I could use a refill," Florence muttered.
Still someone else pounded the bar counter, demanding a full refund for the broken jukebox. As Claire resumed
frantically wrapping wet tape around the hose, eyes burning from smoke, am arm reached across her, reached beneath the bar. The hose shuddered in her fist and fell limp.
The barstool crowd applauded. The arm then slipped under hers, started to pu ll her to her feet.
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"It's just a few days," Blaine said, dropping her hand,
"Then we'll be gone."
"Nobody asked you," said Florence, who had recovered from her shock.
"And nobody asked you ."
"And how's Alison?" Claire said, rubbing her wrist.
Looking over his shoulder, Blaine frowned at Jeremiah.
"Yes, I know her name," Claire searched for the tap
hose. Sighing, Blaine filled the tumbler on the bar with
Black Velvet. Chuck waited with an utterly hopeless expression on his face.
"I came back to talk," Blaine said, clutching the whisky
bottle.
''I'm working, Blaine," Claire said. She turned the valve
beneath the bar. The tape held. Standing, she filled the nearest mug.
"Claire, I'm sorry."
''I'm working, Blaine."
Tony had re-emerged from the kitchen. Jeremiah paled
when he saw him . He grabbed an empty tray from the bar.
"Hey, Tony," Blaine grinned .
"Don't you 'Hey, Tony' me," Tony said, pointing a
grease-burned, trembling finger at him, "Don't you 'Hey,
Tony' me. You put me through hell, you little bastard, running off and dumping your worthless brother in my lap.
He don't know gin from piss! Don't you 'Hey, Tony' me ."
Tony took a step forward, curling the finger into a
fist. The barstool crowd joined the roulette-darts crowd.
The Blackhawks scored again .
"Get out," Tony said, "Both of you. Get your filthy
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worthless butts outta my bar."
"I thought you could use some help, Tony," Blaine said,
hands up. Tony snatched a broken bottle of Budweiser from
the trash, nostrils flaring.
"Put down my whisky," he said, "And get out."
"All right," Blaine said, "I'm going."
Jeremiah had already walked out the front door. Ducking past Tony, Blaine paused with his hand on the knob.
"Later, all right?" he said to Claire. Claire turned away.
The door closed just before the Budweiser bottle smashed
against it. Everybody stayed hunched around their beers.
The brown glass glittered dimly on the welcome mat. Tony
stewed for several more seconds. C laire straightened a pile
of cocktail napkins.
"And you, you're just as bad," he said, "Where the
fuck's your father? He ain't dead. He's damn lucky I cashed
in his chips, damn lucky, you know that? He should be
kissing my ass. He could at least come down here and carry
a tray or two. He ain't dead." He looked at her, "Stop picking at those napkins. People wipe their mouths with those,
they don't want your mealy fingers all over 'em. Clean up
the glass." He raised his voice, "And no more french fries
for anyone!"
He stalked back into the kitchen, where the fries had
started to burn. Florence followed, toting her mug of beer.
Claire knelt by the front door, picking up the Budweiser
glass, not really feeling the broken edges. With the final6-2
loss to Chicago, nobody really felt like beer anymore, and
pretty much left her alone.
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The Beachview Motel Apartments overlooked nothing but a broken, overgrown parking lot and the train tracks
that crossed Coal Run Road. Mr. Phandrey, owner of the
Cornwallis Building and the Jalapeno Junction taco stand
across the street, had brought up all the rooms that hadn't
burned to the ground and converted them into three onebedroom, one-bathroom, smoke-scented apartments. The
two end apartments he'd rented to Claire and her father,
and to the Scapeson brothers, Blaine and Jeremiah. The vacant middle room he'd used as a bachelor pad. When the
courts awarded her control of her ex-husband's real estate
empire, Mrs. Phandrey allowed the two tenants to share
the middle room for storage. But neither Phandrey had
complied to their tenants' repeated demands that they repair the parking lot, still littered with fire and reconstruction refuse, or take down the roadside Beachview Motel
sign, which continued to draw its fair share of travelers .
Claire drove around the glass as carefully as she could.
Mr. Silgrivi was smoking his cigars beneath one of the
scorched dogwood trees when Claire returned from work,
watching the Chevette lurch across the lot, visible only by
the white exhaust. The Jalapeno Junction spotlights had been
turned off.
"What the fuck you got in that trunk?" he asked his
daughter when she emerged from the car. "Muffler's scraped
all the way down the street."
The Chevette's trunk no longer opened automatically.
Claire wriggled the key in the lock, poking her fingers into
the crack created by the catch's release, and pried open the
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trunk. Metal squealed, unbearably cold to the touch, setting her teeth on edge. More red rust trickled over her packages and the black carpeted floor.
"Cypress mulch," she told her father, "Got it half-price.
Forklift speared the bag."
Mr Silgrivi snorted, grasping a spindly dogwood branch
to haul himself to his feet.
"Don't waste your time," he snorted, rubbing his hand
on his pants, "You ain't ever getting blooms off these trees."
"I also got you more notebooks and beer."
"That's my girl. Here, don't try and lift that. You'll
strain something ."
Mr. Silgrivi removed Claire's hands from the plastic
bag, heaved it to his shoulder with a groan and a few backward steps. Claire glanced down to the other side of the
building. Blaine's car wasn't there .
"You're spilling it," said C laire, "I told you the plastic's
ripped."
"I'll handle the mulch," Mr. Silgrivi replied, "Get the
beer and get inside. I' 11 make you supper."
Supper consisted of BLT's made from breakfast's leftover bacon. Claire slouched at the kitchen table, open beer
in hand, watching her father slice tomatoes.
"Busy tonight?"
"Yes," Claire did not expand.
"You work hard for Tony, you hear?" Mr. Silgrivi said.
He chuckled, "Have ta go down there soon. Buy him one
of his own beers."
"How'd you do today?" C laire asked.
"You want mayonnaise?" Mr. Silgrivi gestured with
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the butter knife. Claire nodded .
"Did all right today," he continued, fishing mayonnaise
gobs from the half-empty jar, "Took Jack Bregor to lunch
today. His wife works at the paper, assistant editor of something, I think. Tried to get an inside scoop on how the contest was gomg.
"How is it going?"
"His wife don't talk much to him . Didn't think too
many people had entered. I like those odds."
"Forget odds," Claire said, "You've worked hard."
"Waste of my afternoon, though," Mr. Silgrivi grimaced, "Something I ate got me all backed up. Ain't natural
anymore. "
He screwed shut the mayonnaise lid, smashed down
Claire's BLT, "Got more drugs than blood oozing out your
typical slab of beef. Color of it spooks me. If you can't
trust color, what can you trust?"
After serving the sandwiches, Mr. Silgrivi sat at his end
of the kitchen table, which was piled high with notebooks
and loose-leaf and stacks of pencils. The notebook currently
in use, a yellow spiralbound one-subject, lay beneath his
beer. Big black lock letters on the cover read Ed Silgrivi:
Steele Valley Spirit Centennial Commemorative Series.
Templing his fingers, he waited patiently for Claire to swallow her first mouthful of sandwich.
"You got tomato seeds on your cheek," he pointed out.
Claire wiped her cheek, "You want me to read it?"
"Of course."
"I was thinking about the mill some more," he said,
opening the yellow notebook, "You know, about my team.
))
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My guys. Good friends. Held the record for nine months
straight, remembe r?"
Mr. Silgrivi had found his page. Clearing his throat, he
read after his finger.
"You don't have time to look around. You always have
to remembe r your place, no matter how high that is. Your
time isn't yours alone. The good boss doesn't stand and
snap the whip. The good boss recognizes his performa nce
depends on the performa nce of his workers. He may be the
biggest cog in the business machine, but the tiniest loose
screw, the tiniest metal shaving, breaks down the entire
machine . I was a good friend to my guys. I let them know I
depended on them. Shook their hands in the morning, asked
about their kids and wives. Rememb ered their birthdays .
We wanted the best for each other, and worked together to
get it. My guys held the record for the most steel production, day shift, at the Algon Steel Corporat ion for nine
months . Bought them all burgers and beer with the bonus
they earned me . You get, you give back. Simple as that."
"That's wonderfu l, Dad," Claire said, "Very inspiring ."
Mr. Silgrivi said nothing, but re-read the passage silently.
The train was passing by, and the overhead light traced small
tight circle over his bald head.
"Yeah," he said finally, closing the notebook , "It ain't
bad ."
He took a meditativ e sip of Schlitz. Claire took another bite of BL T. They could hear the television next door
through the thin kitchen wall. Mr. Silgrivi grunted .
"That crazy moron next door. Hammer in' and sawin'
all morning. Drove me nuts. Can't do any quiet art. Brush
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and canvas. Oh no, hammer and nail."
He pounded the wall, making the wood groan.
"Dad," said Claire, "Stop it."
"Moron should follow his brother's example, get the
fuck out of town. Sure would be quieter."
Claire filled her mouth with crust.
Business was slower than usual for Wednesday afternoon, so Claire and Florence had been taken off register to
redecorate for Christmas. While Claire gathered up the wax
cornucopias and sprinkled fake snow, Florence set up the
rustic wooden reindeer and smoked Misty Lights. She'd
weathered an ex-husband and two near husbands in twelve
years at Betty's Make-your-own Masterpieces.
"You're just a kid," she told Claire, puffing thoughtfully, "You think it meant more than sugar on you tongue .
And what would you know, stuck here, poor thing? What
would you know?"
Claire tied ribbon around a reindeer's neck. Red velvet studded with candy corn, the ribbon had resisted the
highest post-Halloween markdown. She tied it satin-side out,
curling the ends to expose as little candy corn as possible.
''I'm too busy," she sighed. Brushing heavy black hair
from her eyes, she poked at the fake snowdrifts.
Florence tapped ashes into a Styrofoam coffeecup.
"Listen to me, " she said, "You take that pinpoint diamond, you sell that pinpoint diamond--"
"That'll get us as far as the airport."
"We'll take off," Florence continued, ignoring her,
"You need to go shake your pineapples where lonely rich
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men sip too many pink drinks with paper umbrella s."
She resumed puffing. Claire smashed down the last
newspape r-wrappe d cornucop ia, taped shut the packing box.
The clattering of fat brass jingle bells announce d a
customer 's arrival. Claire, hunched over the box, had her
back to the door. But when Florence, slouched against the
selves of needlepo int kits, spotted the customer , she snagged
Claire's collar and yanked her to her feet.
"Back into candles," Florence ordered. Yellow smoke
hissed between her teeth, "Candles , now! You'll thank me."
Claire was dragged past the embroide ry floss and the
jewelry bead bins into the shadowe d corner of the candle
aisle. The overhead light had blown out Monday, but the
backwall display of Christma s lights sporadica lly lit the aisle,
casting pastel spotlight s upon pillars of scented wax. The
candles had whitened along their edges, like aged cheese.
"What?" Claire asked, readjustin g her collar, "What
the hell is it?"
Florence peered around the aisle, cigarette smoke rising above her hair like steam from the volcano.
"It's the brother," she said, "Roulette -boy."
"Jeremia h had nothing to do with any of it," Claire
sa id.
"Buying the same old nails and paint," Florence said.
She grunted, shaking her head, "Though t Betty told him to
stop bringing that shit of his around."
Red and green light twinkled on the seat of Florence 's
slacks.
"He's started to sell a few in Pittsburg h," Claire said,
straighte ning candles through force of habit, "Childre n's
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bookstores and things like that. They're lovely puzzles, really. The capital cities are white stars on the front of the
piece, and the state and city names are painted on the back.
you should buy one for Katie and Zach."
"That's all I need. Gouging out Montana splinters.
Heimliching Connecticut."
"He sands down all the edges."
They could hear a handful of coins spread upon the
counter. Hannah, the newest cashier, still alarmed by customer complaints, insisted on counting change out loud.
"Christ, the same raggedly flannel," Florence said.
"He'd depended so much on that riverboat gambling
being legalized," Claire said, "He'd never take any money
from Blaine."
"He's a moron. Stay away from him. It'll hurt, believe
me.
The jingle bells rattled behind Jeremiah.
"He's leaving in a few days," Claire said quietly.
"Good," Florence ducked back into the aisle, "So will
we.
Florence needed somewhere to dump her ashes. Stooping, she smashed the butt against the dusty linoleum.
))

))

"They told me they didn't think she'd be coming home
any more. But what they asked for, I gave. That's what you
do. You strip away without a second thought what it took
you fifty years to build if it helps you stay together. Your
house. Your new car. Your share of the bar. All possessions
in your life can be replaced. Yo work hard enough, you
can buy them back. People aren't possessions. They're
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irreplaceable. Believe me. Don't even try."
Mr. Silgrivi shut the yellow notebook , resting his elbows on the cover and his chin on his hand.
"I don't know if I let people see this," he said.
He poked at some pull tabs scattered over the kitchen
table. Claire sighed, shoving her hands deeper into her coat
pockets. The apartmen t was cold . The overhead light was
off, but the room was bright from the spotlight s from the
Jalapeno Junction .
A pull tab fell to the floor.
"I didn't make supper tonight," said Mr. Silgrivi,
"Sorry."
"I could go for some tacos," Claire said, zipping up her
coat, "What would you like?"
"Don't care," said Mr. Silgrivi, "Just tell them to leave
the beans out of it. I don't trust the beans. And the onions,
or I'll be up all night." He flicked another pull tab. It bounced
of the refrigera tor with a ping, spiraled to the flo or like a
map 1e see d, "I' m sorry about supper. "
"I know," Claire said, "Just lay out plates. I'll be back."
When she stepped out the front door, Blaine was standing there, just beyond sight of the kitchen window, his
shadow sprawled over the wall. His hands were buried in
his pockets, his ski cap scrunche d over his ears. His white
breath whipped away with the wind .
"What, were you listening in on us?" she hissed, locking the door.
"I didn't think you'd answer me if I knocked, " he said,
kicking the frozen ground. It left a wet small crescent on
his sneaker.
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"I don't have time for this."
Claire began to walk across the parking lot. The loose
rock, sparkling here and there with glass, made footing
treacherous. Blaine easily caught up with her.
"I need to ask you a favor," he said, trying to catch her
elbow. Claire laughed doubling her pace, sliding in the
gravel.
"I need the ring back, Claire."
Claire stopped. Stumbling into her, Blaine backed away
quickly. She couldn't think of anything to say, so she simply glared. The wind kept blowing hair into her eyes.
"You'd understand if you just heard," he continued,
cheeks reddening, "You're my last hope, Claire."
"Did you manage to spend all Alison's money too?"
Claire asked, "Get out of my way. I'll call the cops." She
pushed past him, but Blaine backpedaled ahead of her.
Squinting into the parking lot spotlight, she tried to block
out all sight of him.
"Claire, I've been talking to people," he was saying,
"Guys that tend bar on the coast. Myrtle Beach. Ocean City.
They can use me. They tell me even if I had to flip burgers
at McDonald's I could rake in six bucks an hour. Claire, I
could make a lot of money."
Blaine teetered on the sidewalk. Traffic was too heavy
to sprint across the street, and the spotlight had blinded
her. Claire did not see Blaine put his hands on her shoulders. She tensed, but couldn't shrug him off. The freight
train was crossing Coal Run Road, and the ground trembled.
Warning signs buzzed, throwing red across the grass, but
Blaine dropped his voice to a whisper, and still Claire could
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hear it.
"I just need a little money to get there," he said, squeezing her shoulders . Claire closed her eyes, not wanting to
move, "I know I was stupid, but now I'm trying to do the
right thing, the mature thing. Give me a chance."
Before Claire could reply, Blaine yelped, falling off the
sidewalk , yanking her to the edge of it. A Skylark slammed
on its breaks, skidding inches from where Blaine stood in
the street. The driver leaned on his horn. Mr. Silgrivi grabbed
Claire.
"Away from my daughter , bum," he snarled, waving a
fist, breath stinking of beer. Blaine stumbled back onto the
sidewalk, retreating from the step forward Mr. Silgrivi took,
"She's a good, hard-wor king girl, and she don't need you.
Go back to the whore you ran off with."
"This isn't about yo u," Blaine said, hand raised before
his face, "Claire?"
"I can't," Claire said, "Not right now."
"Five minutes. For once in your life, give me five minutes."
"I don't want you talking to her, " Mr. Silgrivi shouted,
pulling Claire closer.
"Don't worry," Blaine said, pushing past them, "I've
had this conversa tion before."
Claire didn't bother to listen to the shouting anymore .
Mr. Silgrivi was patting her arm.
The reputatio n of the Steele Valley Tavern did not rest
upon its cooking. Around suppertim e the tavern was usually deserted. This gave Tony a chance to watch "Donahu e,"
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hand on the phone, and Claire a chance to vacuum last
night's pretzels from the carpets. As she did, F lo rence sat at
the bar, sipping the Mai-Tai C laire had mixed almost successfully and paging through the travel brochures she'd
brought from the Triple A.
"I don't know," she said, sucking a cherry off the cocktail sword , "Maybe it's not so much weather, but the mix of
booze and money. You know, atmosphere of risk." She
crossed her legs, picked at her check-print leggings, "Vegas," she continued, wavi ng a brochure, "They drink, they
throw the dice, they drink, they pull the lever, they see
you, only sure thing they've seen all right," she swallowed
the cherry, "Or maybe a cruise ship. Nowhere to run. Nowhere to hide."
Claire wrapped the cord around the vacuum cleaner.
Sliding from the stool, Florence slipped into the billiards
room.
"Tony, honey, " she called, "Help us girls decide where
to go."
Tony growled, "Promise me you won't come back."
Claire piled up Florence's brochures, peering into the
mirror behind the bar. The smoky reflection dirtied her
face, dimmed the lamplight and the colored lights of the
broken jukebox. Sighing, she pulled back her hair from her
face, stretched her back. As she walked behind the bar to
search for Windex, the front door opened cautiously .
"Tony's in the back," she told Jeremiah, "You 're safe
for now."
Jeremiah shut the door, kept his hand on the knob as
if he expected Tony to pounce from behind the jukebox. A
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bandanna tied back his curly blond hair. The collar of his
leather jacket was upturned, wrapped with a scarf, but his
thin wrists poked from sleeves too short for him.
"I'm sorry," he said, rubbing his ear, "I told Blaine to
leave you alone. But you know him. He feels bad."
Claire squirted a rag with Windex.
"It's not your fault," she said. She wiped at the mirror.
"You want a beer?"
Jeremiah shook his head, "Just came to say good-bye."
"Pittsburgh's all set, then?"
"Almost," Jeremiah smi led, "They've got a couple restaurants opening along the coast. Boston. Philadelphia.
Called some friends and they said it was so . I guess I can
trust them."
"And they'll buy up all your roulette wheels? "
Jeremiah nodded. "They want me to design the same
pieces for all the restaurants. You know, so all the restaurants will look the same. Gives customers a sense of security, something to put faith in, they told me. All the restaurants looking alike, everywhere."
Claire reached for the uppermost corner of the mirror, "G oo d for you. "
The billiards room had grow n quiet. Some perky voice
was selling moisturizing cream on the television. Jeremiah
finished scratching his ear, started cracking his knuckles.
C laire put the Windex back under the bar.
"I want to give you so mething, " she said, digging in
her apron, "To help yo u in Pittsburgh."
She held up the diamond ring. "Here," she said,
"Catch."
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"I can't," Jeremiah said.
"City life is expensive," Claire said, "You'll need the
money. "
"So will Blaine. With the kid coming and everything."
Claire lowered the ring.
"So you think I ought to give it to him, then?"
"It's not my choice. But you know I will."
Claire put the ring in her pocket. She began to dust
with the Windex rag. A customer entered the bar, stepping
around Jeremiah. Giving him a beer, she resumed dusting.
Jeremiah sighed, but Claire did not speak.
"Do you want me to write to you?" he said, still watching the jukebox, "Let you know how it turns out?"
"No," she said, balling the rag in her fist, "I'd like to
pretend they don't all end up as dart boards."
"I made a sundial out of one. For your trees. In case
they bloom."
"Thank you."
"I put it out there already. Is that all right?"
"Yes. You sure you don't want a beer?"
Jeremiah didn't, and after they shook hands, he left.
Florence came out to inform here that they were going to
Vegas. Claire decided to pour herself a beer. Her mouth
still tasted of onions.
Claire stood with her toes on the rusty tracks, watching the train's pinhole headlight grow larger and larger, the
scream of the whistle grew more shrill as it neared. The
striped bars fell across Coal Run Road, the red lights began
to flash . In the short silences between whistle blasts, she
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could hear Blaine's footsteps crunching across the dying
grass. Giving her a hug, he grinned, smile lit up by the
orange ash of his cigarette. Claire threw her arm around his
waist. He flinched, raising his hand, but then relaxed.
"Weird to see you standing still," he said, "Guess this
means you forgive me."
"Girl or boy?" she asked.
Blaine removed his arm. Quivering against her toes,
the tracks began to whine.
"Listen, Claire," he coughed, "I am going to the coast.
I didn't lie. I didn't think you wanted to hear about the
kid ."
"You were right," Claire said, "I didn't."
"I didn't want yo u to think you had to give me the
ring based on the kid."
"Just based on what I feel for you?"
"I don't know what you feel for me," Blaine said, "I
just thought it would be unfair pressure."
"It would have been," she said, stepping back from the
tracks, "Thank you."
The headlights flashed past. Traffic lined behind the
track could be glimpsed between boxcars. The train whipped
up warm, metallic air, tore ash from the tip of Blaine's cigarette. They stood quietly. When the ground had stilled
underneath their feet, and the traffic started to move again,
Claire squatted inside the tracks, picked the ring out of the
settling dust. She placed it in Blaine's hand.
"The diamond's gone," she said, "Sorry about that ."
Blaine's hand closed around the twisted gold.
"I never led you on," he said, "You filled in the gaps."
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"Maybe. It's too late now, isn't it?"
"Guess so," Blaine said.
He threw the ring down the tracks. She heard it ping
against the rusted metal, watched it wink out of sight.
"I'll leave tomorrow."
"Give Alison my regards."
Blaine tapped ash from his cigarette, turned back towards the apartment building.Its black shadow, the shadows of the sundial and the dead dogwood trees, edged with
silver spotlights, stretched across the tracks.
"If I had told you about the kid, would you have given
me the ring?" he asked.
"I don't know," she lied.
The traffic thinned. Some snow started to fall. She still
hadn't moved when the spotlights were turned off. Mr.
Silgrivi was struggling to open the back bedroom, window,
but finally the frame gave way, and he called out to his daughter, "Wanna hear what I've written?"
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On a very cold November day when I was twelve years
old, lying propped on one elbow under a collapsible card
table eating wedding cake with my free hand, I decided I
wanted to be pretty. It wasn't my fault I had to hide from
my whole family because when my Aunt Madonna asked
me to be in her wedding I said no thanks but then my grandmother whacked me one so I told her yeah, I'd do it. I didn't
know that my crazy Great Aunt Angela was going to chase
me around the perimeter of Jersey City's biggest VFW with
a plastic plate of rigatoni yelling, "Mange! Eat! You have no
breasts!" or that every time my grandfathe r caught sight of
me standing idle he and his hot pink sequined cummerbu nd
would charge at me, thick hands raised to high heaven bellowing, "What the hell are you doing? Get the hell over
there!" and I never knew where he meant. It was like being
in a loony bin where the walls sweat and all you can smell is
tomato sauce and cigars. Like my grandmoth er's house, only
bigger.
But then there was this sweet foreign sound, the tango,
and maybe it was only music but it still managed to bring
order to our kind of chaos. Nearly everyone paired off and
moved mellifluous ly, as though decorum and grace were
the real roots that held us all together. There were a few
lone stragglers lingering in the empty space around the edges
of the shellacked wooden dance floor, watching all the
crowded couples assume the dignity and harmony bodies
fall into when they need to mix with music. When I glimpsed
my Aunt Angela standing alone at the corner of the densely
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packed square, I tried to scrunch up my long legs beneath
all the fuchsia taffeta and itchy crinoline hanging around
me, tried to squish my whole self into an invisible ball. My
pink satin pumps still managed to stick out past the shadow
of the table--two big glistening points that kept catching the
silver lights of the disco ball which hung from the ceiling
like a basketball hangs at the crux of its arch. I tried shifting
myself every which way, but all of me just wouldn't fit in
that space. I'd outgrown the possibility of hiding anywhere.
I watched the family move in a kind of precise
synchronicity from one side of the floor to the other, creating long twisty gaps on each side in turn. When they danced
left, I could see my cousin Decio, his hands searching for
pockets that weren't to be found in his tuxedo pants, his
feet forcing him to rock back and forth. When they tangoed back to the right, I could see Jason Law, the second
cousin of my new Uncle Anthony who also happened to be
the boy who sat next to me in reading class. He looked
itchy and swallowed in his blue suit. At least he got to wear
his school shoes. I was sure I'd have to pry my toes apart
with a fork when I could finally remove the awful pointy
things from my aching feet.
My cousin Mario discovered me, and when he yanked
me out from under the table by my sticky hands and then
boldly marched me this way and that, it felt like we were
making the music with our feet, and I loved thinking of
that because I knew it was backwards, but it seemed right.
My cousin bent me back, a dip, and I went easily, willingly,
and when I returned to him, his hand resting casually on
the small of my back, his smiling pink lips level with my
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eyes, it occurred to me for the first time that boys made it
pretty easy for you to like them.
When it was over, there was a roar of wild applause
and shouting. Even my grandma, who usually only got as
far as nodding even when she was ecstatic, was clapping.
Mario twirled me around twice very fast, the taffeta of my
dress whooshing out in a big circle, then he smacked his
lips against my cheek and said, "Ciao, Theresa."
I shuffled back to my empty table and plopped down
into my Aunt Mad's chair, kicking my shoes from my feet
to wiggle my crunched and blistered toes. I tried yanking
up the dress by the obnoxious ruffle that stretched across
my shoulders, but the stuff hanging from my waist made it
so heavy it wouldn't go. I balled up paper napkins while I
watched my Aunt Mad and new Uncle Anthony danced
like John Travolta to "Get Down Tonight" by K.C. and
the Sunshine Band. I aimed for the empty champagne fountain which had found its way to the end of the table, an easy
eight feet from me. I held one crumpled napkin smeared
with orange sauce and lipstick in my right hand, moved my
feet beneath the table like I was squaring up. I found Coach
Lempsky's voice in my head, "Spot. Cock. Roll." Raising
the napkin and imagining the telephone booth ("Get it up,
Theresa. Keep you elbows in close--the ball's got to get out
and above the telephone booth."), I let it go and then watched
it sail over the fountain and onto the linoleum. It was that
my eyes weren't on the rim. I knew it. I squared up again,
felt the telephone booth around me, imagined where the
rim would be--have to aim for the backboard, bank it off
the glass, don't worry about the basket--up, back, release,
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and follow through-get the hand in the cookie jar. I watched
the napkin land in the empty basin and threw my fists up in
the air out of habit. I wouldn't have known if my mother
had been standing behind me the whole time or not, but
she was there in time to push my arms down to my sides.
"Theresa," she began, "you will please behave like a lady
from this point forward. This is not the time or place for
basketball."
"Sorry, mom," I said, feeling my face get hot and tingly.
"You're lucky your grandfather didn't see you," she
said, and then she placed the keys to the station wagon in
my hand. "Would you run out to the car for me and get
your grandmother's shawl from the trunk? She won't come
out of the kitchen, and grandpap's about to have a stroke
trying to get her back out here. "
"Okay," I said, standing up to go. I tried again to pull
up my dress, and looking past my mother I saw Jason Law
looking over at us. I backed away from my mother and
started walking quickly toward the exit despite the pain in
my toes.
"And don't tell me you can't find it," my mother called
after me, "It's under all your basketball stuff. Look past your
nose."
I probably should have turned to face her while she
spoke to me, but I felt suddenly warm and rushed , like it
was an emergency. By the time I got back to the hall with
my grandmother's shawl I was much better. The cold air
stopped that slush-pounding sound I had been hearing in
my ears and stopped my cheeks from burning.
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"Here, grandma, " I said, holding her shawl out to her
as she stood hovering over the industrial stove.
"Grazi, Cara, " she said , wrapping the shawl tightly
around her shoulders. "N ow I can not be cold. You go back
to the room . Grandpa, lui no stata. He does not like he can
not see you."
"Come with me," I said, smiling at her.
"Uno momenta," she said, smiling back at me. And
then she said, "Cara, you are bellisima. Ti amo ." She kissed
the air.
"I love you, too," I told her.
"Now you go," she said, waving me away with the
gentle sweep of her hand.
I was walking toward the dance floor when I saw my
grandfather amidst a throng of suited (but not nearly as dazzling) men . I pivoted on the spot and went the other way,
looking over my shoulder as I walked, passing Decio and
Mario who were sitting with some of the other cousins, all
of them holding full plastic cups toward the center of the
table, laughing over the music. Everyone was dancing to
"Night Fever," and the heat coming from the dance floor
made me wince and take a step back. Jason Law appeared at
my side. He held a can of Coke and looked straight ahead,
rocking back on his heels.
"Hi," he said, still watching everybody dance.
"Hi," I returned, smiling only slightly because the corners of my mouth were twitching.
"Nice earrings ." It looked like he was talking to his
shoes.
I touched the little diamonds, a loan from Aunt Mad,
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"Thanks," I said, maybe too softly.
He turned toward my throat, "Good game Wednesday," he said.
My stomach rose toward my throat. "Oh, thanks," I
said, "My grandfather is calling me." I ran away like I had
someplace to go, and then stood behind a crowd of people I
didn't know, glancing back at the place where Jason had
been, and then the dance floor.
Cindy sort of limboed into my view, shaking her bare
shoulders, head tossed back, a mass of no. 9 blond curls all
pinned up with some of them dangling from just the right
spots. She was a friend of Aunt Mad's from beauty school.
They took their hair test together, but Cindy only did nails
now. I watched her hands swing loosely to the music. Her
fingernails wei-e long and slim and painted bright red. Her
pinkies were striped with gold polish. Her arms were smooth
and white, like elephant tusks, and as she bounced to the
music the velvet of her royal blue dress pulled tight across
her thighs. She laughed at my cousin Decio, who was now
dancing with her, and when she raised her arms to put her
hands on his shoulders, she looked like a long liquid line
that would just keep curving into the floor. I watched her
watch Decio's mouth as he talked. Her blue eyes, made bluer
by the dark shadow on her lids, seemed to swirl over his
whole face and then stop on his lips. When he wasn't talking, her eyes were half-closed, her red lips drawn into a
smirk. She continued to dance in that grown-up way that's
contrived and means to show off something you couldn't
see unless you were dancing.
The D.J. was calling all the single women to the dance
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floor and Aunt Mad, who was trapped inside a nest of tulle,
was standing with the D.J. and fiddling with the bouquet.
My cousin Mario grabbed my hand and twirled me around.
"Get up there, bellaza," he said.
"Where's your tie?" I asked.
He looked down like he didn't know it was missing.
"I'm not sure," he said, and then he broke into a loud fit of
laughter. "Help me find it?"
"I will when I get back from the bathroom, " I said, and
then I hurried toward the big double doors before he could
remember what was happening on the floor.
I was sitting on the Formica counter between the two
sinks when Cindy walked in carrying the bouquet.
"Hey, kiddo," she said as she slapped her huge purse
down on the counter next to the sink.
"H ey, "I sa1.d .
She looked in the mirror, made a disgusted face, and
then started rifling through her purse. "Aunt Mad said you
had nine points last game. She said you got a three-point er?"
"Yeah ." I watched her put on black liquid eyeliner.
She reached in her purse and pulled out a fat blue tube of
lipstick. She cranked the bottom of the tube and smeared
the bright red tip across her faded glossy lips. She glanced at
me in the mirror.
"Your hair looks pretty," I told her.
"You like this color?" she asked, and then she smacked
her lips together and started digging in her purse again. "I
don't know, Theresa," she said, "I turned out looking more
like Big Bird than I wanted. It's just too ... yellow." She
started aerosol spraying her hair in little jets from a shop-
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size metallic container of Aqua Net. "I always wanted hair
like yours. Real thick with all those big loopy curls." She
wrinkled her eyebrows and pouted at me in the mirror.
"I'm surprised Aunt Mad didn't leave your hair down for
the wedding, it would have been gorgeous."
I jumped down off the counter and stood behind Cindy.
I could just see the top of my head in the mirror. I reached
around my back and grabbed my braid, pulling it over my
shoulder so that it dangled like a pendulum near my waist.
Cindy used a tiny bottle of perfume to spray her wrists
and neck, and then she pulled the dress away from her body
where it clung to her chest and spritzed twice. ''I'm going
to catch a quick cigarette," she said to me in the mirror as
she readjusted her dress. She turned to go and with a breath
of surprise she said, "Good Lord! You're taller than me!"
She laughed, and it was an honest laugh through which the
true surprise could be heard. "When did that happen?" She
was actually waiting for an answer.
"I don't know," I said slowly. It was a weird question.
"I guess over the summer because I'm sort of too tall to play
shooting-guard anymore but Elaine O'Brien is still a giant
so I can't really play forward either."
Cindy shook her head and laughed again, holding her
purse. "It happens so fast," she said. With her hand on the
door she turned and looked at me with a quirky smile. "You
better get back out there," she said, "or else that cute boy is
going to ask someone else to dance." She winked at me and
then she left.
I stayed to look in the mirror. Sideways or forward, I
was straighter than the foul line. Even though my face was
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a little flushed I could see that bad grayish-yellow color peeking through, the color ethnic skin tends to get when it's lost
its summer bronzes and golds. I had a crooked nose and I
probably always had a crooked nose but I swear I never saw
it before. I yanked the dress up by the ruffle and then limped
pathetically back to the reception to find Mario's tie.
I walked around slowly, glancing here and there under
empty tables, but mostly just looking at the dance floor . I
stopped to watch Mario and Decio and just about every
other boy watch Cindy dance and eat and talk to Aunt Mad
and Uncle Anthony. Crazy Great Aunt Angela pinched
Cindy's cheeks and called her "healthy," the greatest compliment Great Aunt Angela could possibly give. The boys
were standing off to the left of the floor in a kind of distorted circle. I went to Mario.
"There's my girl," he said.
"I can't find it," I said. "I looked." It wasn't exactly a
lie.
He slipped his arm around me. "You're saving another
dance for me, aren't you, bellaza?"
Decio grabbed my hand and twirled me in toward him.
He held me there and said, "Oh no. You had your turn.
Now she'll dance with me."
Mario gently moved me away from Decio, his hands
at my waist, pulling me back toward him. "Did you check
your pockets?" I asked . I couldn't think of what to say.
Everyone was watching now, all the cousins standing
further back than before, their eyes on me. I felt like my
insides were getting bigger, like my skin was stretching. The
dress was starting to fit me. I looked down at the floor like
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it was fascinating. "Com pari," Mario said to Decio, all kinds
of confidence in his voice, "You're going to have to fight
me for her."
My shoulders jumped toward my ears. The muscles in
my back tangled into knots, feeling like all those cords
looked under Aunt Mad's big light-up mirror, the jungle of
cords that strangled each other at her feet as she sat at her
vanity. Decio laughed boldly. "Well then," he said, challenging Mario, "What should we do?"
I looked at everyone's shoes, black and dark brown,
some shiny, some fuzzy, and at the end of the line, a pair of
scuffed penny loafers--school shoes. My face went instantly
hot and numb. I tried to pretend I was in sweatpants in the
telephone booth, then I'd know the right thing to do. "What
time is it?" Mario asked, still holding me there.
"I have to go," I whispered to him, numb all over now,
trying to calmly wiggle myself free. He pulled me close and
wrapped his arms around my shoulders. I looked past Decio
for someone. My mother and grandmother stood side by
side, two stately creatures dressed in black, just watching
us.
Jason Law pulled back his big baggy sleeve to expose
his father's silver chain-link watch which also hung loosely
around his wrist. "It's 11: 15," he said, and his voice sounded
much deeper than I remembered it.
I looked at my mom and grandma with wide, pleading
eyes. My mother smiled and waved a cute, small hand meant
only for me to see. My grandmother nodded . I whirled my
head around in a panic, sifting through the dark suits for
the hot pink sequined cummerbund. He would certainly
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put a stop to this. Mari o rubb ed my bare shou lders
with
his hand s like he was tryin g to warm me up. "The
lights on
the cour t don' t go out "til midn ight, " he anno unce
d, "Any one got a ball?"
I turne d my red, tingl ing face towa rd Mari o. "I do,"
I
said softly, think ing it migh t be one way out.
He gent ly shoo k my shou lders with pride . "Tha t's
my
girl," he said, and then to Deci o, "Rou nd up the
men. "
They brok e like they 'd been in a hudd le, ready
for
actio n. I stood very still for just a mom ent, burn ing
all over
and my head a little light er than the rest of me
. I coul d
diml y hear Sister Sledge, and I was vaguely awar
e of the
danc ing in front of me and the Aunt s wrap ping the
rema ining cook ies in tin foil beside me. Mari o stood behi
nd me
and swun g the keys to the statio n wago n in front
of my
eyes like a hypn otist . "Let 's go," he said.
I faced him. "Onl y if I can play ," I said.
He laughed a solid anno ying laugh. "You can't play
in
that dress," he said, like it was the indis putab le truth
of the
matt er.
"Yes I can," I said, and then I added a little more softl
y,
"I can play in anyt hing ."
He laug hed again . "T hose shoe s won 't hold
out,
Ther esa. Som ebod y wi ll step on your feet."
"My hi-tops are in the trunk ." I look ed him right
in
the eye when I said it. He paused like he was
think ing,
delib erati ng on whet her he shou ld let me play
or not. I
snatc hed the keys from his hand. "Let 's go, " I said,
and I
knew he was follo wing me as I walk ed towa rd the
exit.
Jason was stand ing at the exit, leani ng up against
the
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water fountain, trying to look casual. I raised my head, inhaled, made the dress fit again. He stood up straight and
stuffed his hands in his pockets as we passed. "Hey kid,
wanna play?" Mario offered. I stopped abruptly with my
hand on the bar across the door, waiting for the answer.
Jason shrugged and then fell in line behind Mario. I pushed
the door open, oblivious to the cold, even though my arms
were bare.
We stood in a corner of the court: Mario, Decio, cousins Gino, Antonio, Nino, and Dante, Jason Law, and me,
trying to pick teams. "I want Theresa," Mario said right off.
"Why should you get her?" Decio protested . I stared at
the pink shoes which were standing upright on the concrete beyond the edge of the court, trying to look like I
wasn't listening, knowing that was ridiculous . I glanced at
Jason who was right next to me, and then looked back to
the shoes, gripping my own shoulders even though I wasn't
cold.
They were still bickering when I said, "S hoot for it."
Everyone nodded like it was a smart thing and then
Mario tossed the ball to Decio. "You 're up ," he said, a malicious smile plastered across his face.
Decio took the ball, bounced it twice, aimed too long,
pushed his elbows out too far. He bricked it. It ricocheted
right back to him after rattling the beaten backboard. He
turned around without looking at any of us and threw it to
Mario, saying nothing. Mario took his stance at the foul
line, bounced it once--up, back, release. The chain-link net
made the sweet sound of bells as the ball sailed through it.
"She's mine," he said.
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With the teams finally set I asked the logical quest ion.
"Are we playin g 'make it-take it' or just straig ht four-onfour?" They all looke d at me like I was speak ing Gaelic,
except for Jason who, from the brief glances I was collecting, seemed to be looki ng at the top of my head. "Forg et
it," I said. "Play howe ver you know how to play."
I smile d brigh tly at Mario because there was no question, and I was a little better at guard than at forwa rd. Then
my stoma ch twiste d into a doubl e knot. It hit me that if I
was guard ing I was guard ing Jason , and that was worse than
any wond ering or worry ing I had ever done before any game.
Mario check ed the ball and I forced mysel f to look at it,
tried to squas h down the nausea that was trying to take me
over.
I stood basically open inside the key, the greatest gift
you can hope for, with Jason at my side, one of his arms
gently raised about waist level, and not nearly close enoug h
to me to pose any kind of a threat of block ing. Mario was
travel ing all over the place and he and Gino were passing it
back and forth betwe en them. I tried wiggling my dress
back up, not wanti ng to yank on it there, where they could
see. Jason had put his hand back down at his side and was
not just stand ing to my left like a specta tor. "Mario!" I
yelled to him, but got every one else's attent ion as well, "It's
four on four in case you forgot."
He laugh ed and I exhaled. "Raised her right, " he said.
"That 's my girl." Then he threw the ball to me. I squar ed
up fast, grateful for my hi-tops--spot, cock, roll. Bam. Than k
you very much . It was pure luck. I never even saw the rim.
Plus no one tried to block the shot.
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Decio checked the ball with Antonio and then passed
to Dante. I stood a little wide of Jason, just waiting because
I knew they thought it was easy. Dante passed and I stole,
dribbled two or three feet, squared up, arms in, good-bye,
and score one too many for me. I felt the end of my braid
start to come unraveled, but I wasn't about to call time-out
so I could look for my bow. I looked at Jason who was
digging his toe into the ground while Decio and Gino argued over new positions. "You can guard me for real," I
said quietly just to him . "I know you're just being nice, but
you don't have to." He kept looking down at his shoe so I
said, "I've seen you play. You're better than me." He smiled
and stuffed his hands in his pockets, but he still looked down.
I put on a coy face I didn't know I had, one eyebrow raised
and a smirky tight-lipped smile. "Or maybe you're not. I
guess we '11 see. "
He laughed and looked at me with big blue eyes, the
spotlight lighting up his blond hair, giving him a halo. "Guess
so, Theresa," he said. It was the first time I'd ever heard him
say my name.
Two turn-overs later I had a head full of dangling curls,
come of them stuck to my face, and a torn ruffle. I was
laughing hysterically trying to get the ball away from J ason, who was successfully dodging my reach. He was laughing too when his father's watch caught on one of misplaced
curls right above my left eye. He got rid of the ball, and for
a second we just stood there tangled . Carefully, he reached
up with his right hand and pushed the rest of my hair out of
my face so he could see, his fingers sliding down the whole
length of the curls. His eyes flashed against mine and then
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he squinte d at the watchb and, and I watche d his eyes focus
on his fingers as he gently untwis ted the hair from betwee n
the chain-links, little pieces at a time. I knew my fingers
would just get in his way but I reached up anyway , brushing my hand against his before I tried to help.
Mario moved Jason to the side. "Don't worry about it,
kid," he said. ''I'll get it."
I reached up and yanked the watch free before Mario
could touch it, watchi ng Jason's hand fall to his side, a few
long strands still trapped betwee n the links. I looked up at
Mario with cold eyes. "Are you okay?" he asked, taking my
hands.
I pulled them away slowly and put on smile. ''I'm fine.
Let's go."
He waved everyo ne back toward the hall. "Let's call it
a night," he said. Decio wrappe d his arm around Jason and
started to lead him away. Mario turned to follow everyone. I stayed put, looking at the back of his head, waiting
for him to turn around . "Hey," he said, realizing I hadn't
moved , "You coming?"
"We weren' t done playing," I said, an edge on my voice.
He came back for me, started leading me over to my
shoes. "Bellaza," he said softly, "Come on. We're done for
tonigh t." He held back my hair as I bent over to pick up my
shoes and then hooked my arm around his, one pink satin
pump danglin g betwee n us. "You know," he said, lookin g
at my poutin g face, when we were almost at the door to the
hall, "you play pretty good for a chic. "
I didn't want to laugh but couldn 't help it. I tighten ed
my arm around his. "Better than you," I said, and then ran
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ahead of him through the doors. Boys make it pretty easy
for you to like them .
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Marc Schworm
The Latent Content of Dreams
and Why I Like Dogs
Dogs dream. I know they do. I have seen evidence of
their dreams, like barking, howling, whimpering, and even
tail wagging in their sleep. I just don't know what they
dream about. I do know that dogs do not dream symbolically, as we often theorize about ourselves. How could they?
Dogs don't have language as people know of it, they think
in other ways, maybe much like the way people dream, a
sort of primal thinking. I don't think people dream symbolically either. Although modern psychology has been a
little slow at trying to develop techniques to analyze dogs'
dreams. Symbolism in dreams is something people have
invented, because they have a way of labeling things that to
date no other species can match. That's why I like dogs.
They dream and they don't make a big deal about it. They
don't psychoanalyze themselves, and although I don't know
if they remember their dreams, I don't think they would if
they could. They are too smart for that. People have a lot
to learn from dogs.
Dogs are not more intellectual than people, they are
unable to talk, through no fault of their own, they are not
very good at analytical or abstract thinking, and they are
able to grasp only the basics of classical conditioning and
instrumental! operant learning. They are, however, more
adaptable physically and psychologically to new surroundings and situations. Dogs cou ld get by on their own in the
wild, people are less successful at doing so, humans are not
as adapted to survive in cold weather or as apt to survive
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among predato rs, nor are they as able to live alone, emotionally people are too depende nt. Dogs do not have wars:
killing vast number s of people is a privilege reserved for
that species at the top of the food chain. They do not have
religion. A dog's concept of life is living in the present, occupying their time with necessities such as eating, sleeping,
and providin g for the offspring. Spiritua l fulfillm ent is another frivolity for human beings to waste time and energy
on. There are other inheren tly evil things that are characteristic of human beings, such as racism, sexism, and crime,
all of which are devoid and meaningless in the life of a dog.
While the absence of these things may not make dogs smart,
by compar ison it sure makes humans look stupid.
How does someon e write a piece about dogs without
using the old saying "man's best friend"? Indeed they are.
Mankin d and dogs have worked and played togethe r in harmony for years. It is for their own benefit that they are our
best friends; they use us. They provide compan ionship , fulfilling maybe the basic need of humans to have love or at
least compan y, and occasionally they give selflessly of themselves as seeing-eye doges, police dogs, and herders, and in
turn are provide d with everyth ing the need to survive. Food,
shelter, warmth , compan y, simp le needs yet ones that parallel those of people. These may be the very reasons dogs
stick around, they are able to provide for themselves yet are
smart enough to take advantage of what people offer them.
I have found dogs to be humoro us to observe, when they
chase their tail, fetch a ball, and in the case of my own dog,
when he tries to mate with the wrong end of my golden
retriever. Dogs are fun to play with, they are warm, friendly
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(unless taught otherwise by ruthless people), good natured ,
loyal, and obedient, and their seemingly tireless antics amuse
and comfort the same people who amuse and comfort them.
It is no wonder that they have been called man 's best friend.
Relationships with dogs go beyond friendship. Few
people love their friends as they love their dogs, the same
way dogs love the way friends don 't, they touch deeper than
people can, and there is a rarely a compatibility issue at hand.
Any dog can get along with any person who allows it, and
every dog is always open to developing the relationship further, unlike people who are biased, argumentative, mood y,
and often selfish. It is much easier to relate to dogs than to
people. Dogs always listen unconditionally, they always
forgive and they never need to be forgiven. Dog's don 't
talk back or argue, and in the development of a relatio nship
with a dog there are never underlying tensions, such as gender issues, sexual tensions, or schedule conflicts. A dog will
always adapt to the life and schedule of the person, people
are less ready to do so. Dogs have no preference toward the
race, religion, sexual orientation, or sex of a person, whi le
these things are often the defining factors of a person to
other people. Competition among people is sometimes considered healthy, yet can lead to destructive actions and hateful feelings. Competition is anot her aspect of hum an behavior that is absent in relationships with dogs.
Somewhere along the evolutionary line dogs and people
were one in the same. Through the millions of years they
separated, yet still share m any similar characteristics. The
bond between human beings and dogs is unlike that of any
other species of animal on earth, both have a need for each
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other, and both have a lot to learn from one another. It is in
the behaviors and attitudes of dogs that people can learn so
much about life, love, and ultimately themselves, Human
beings hurt each other. They hate each other. They are often careless and senseless. Dogs rarely do any of these things,
and when they do it is not without instinctive reason . On
all levels of interaction, from friendship to warfare, dogs
demonstrate an accomplishment of peace, love, and harmony
of which people can only dream .
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)ames Van Dress
Lake Erie During a Storm
(translated from the French by Alex Loehrer)
Each summer, I go to the beach of Lake Erie several
times. When I visit there, the memory of an afternoon that
passed when I was much younger returns to my spirit. Once
my foot is planted in the rough sand, I am again an eightyear-old child.
It's cruelly hot, the kind of hot where you don't even
need to move to sweat, and my family and I came to escape
the infernal sun. When we arrive, I step, no jump, out of
the car. The lake invites me like an oasis in the middle of
the desert. I run towards the blue-green water, as the wind
in vain tries to push me back. For me, there exists only one
thing in the world, the water, and nothing can stop me now-except my mother.
She says, "Don't go in the water, come here this instant!" I am at the point of crying, when a clap of thunder
in the distance seems to add to the force of the admonitions
from my mother. In no time, the sky is covered in a black,
menacing coat. It's as if the sun has decided to set early.
Rapidly the sky grows dark. The wind becomes more and
more forceful. The waves stop caressing the beach; they attack it. The thunder is barely able to make itself heard because of the noise of the breaking waves. Bolts of lightning,
nearly continual, illuminate the foam of the agitated lake.
I just reach the shelter of the car when the first large
raindrops begin to fall. Two or three drops and you're
soaked. The rain pounds relentlessly on the windshield. The
car trembles with each clap of thunder. What has awakened
this anger of nature?
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And then as suddenly as it arrived, the tempest passes.
The sun returns as if nothing had happened. Again, the
light dances on the water and the wind plays gaily in the
trees. The puddles which reflect the azure sky, and I, we are
the only witnesses to the violence. I have met fear for the
first time.
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